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Patriarch Josyf Tours East Coast
Visits UNA, UCCA;
Feted In New York, Passaic

Xllth UCCA Congress
To Convene In New York
Expect Patriarch Josyf To Attend
NEW YORK, N.Y. (UCCA Special). Some 450 to 500 delegates from several
hundred Ukrainian organizations, and
hundreds of guests are expected to attend
the Xllth Congress of Americans of
Ukrainian Descent, which will be held on
October 8, 9 and 10, at the Americana Hotel
here. Expected to attend the event is
Patriarch Josyf Cardinal Slipyj.
Founded on May 24, 1940, in
Washington, D.C., the UCCA has
weathered the crucial war years and their
aftermath and has become one of the wellknown and respected ethnic organizations in
America.
The Xllth UCCA Congress will take place
in a historically important period, namely
the Bicentennial of the American Revolu
tion and the Centennial of the Ukrainian
settlement in America, both of which have
been by the Ukrainian community in the
course of this year.
The Congress will be conducted under the
same and unchanged guidelines which were
laid down by the founders of the UCCA: the
preservation of American freedom and
independence and maximum assistance to
the Ukrainian people in their struggle for
their own freedom and national statehood.
Format
The three-day conclave will encompass
the plenary sessions and the work of several
convention committees, which will dwell on
a number of internal matters of the organi
zation, such as amendments to the by-laws,

youth questions, community life, Ukrainian
schools, problems of Ukrainian culture and
scholarship; publication of books on Uk
raine, and so forth.
There will be only two principal addresses
at the Congress dealing with activities in the
United States and the relationship toward
captive Ukraine. All other problems will be
dealt with by various working committees
and summarized in the final resolutions to
be adopted at the close of the Congress.
Shevchenko Freedom Awards
Saturday evening the congressional ban
quet will be held, at which a number of
American and Ukrainian leaders will be
awarded "Shevchenko Freedom Awards"
plaques in recognition of their services to the
Ukrainian cause of liberation.
Also, attending the banquet will be
representatives of the U.S. government and
Congress, and representatives of various
American ethnic organizations which co
operate with the UCCA in its policies of
promoting the liberation of all captive
nations.
Representatives of the World Congress of
Free Ukrainians as well as the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee will also attend the
Congress.

JERSEY CITY, N.J.—Patriarch Josyf
Cardinal Slipyj, the venerated primate of the
Pomisna Ukrainian Catholic Church, who
had arrived here over two weeks ago for the
funeral services of the late ArchbishopMetropolitan Ambrose Senyshyn, made a
whistlestop tour of several communities
along the eastern seaboard before departing
for the Midwest last Sunday, September 26.
Voicing repeatedly a strong exhortation
Tickets for the banquet, luncheons and for unity and stressing the need for the
sessions of the Xllth Congress can be eregation of the Ukrainian Catholic patri
obtained from the UCCA Central Office at archate, Patriarch Josyf was greeted by
203 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y., tel. throngs of faithful acclaiming him as
Patriarch despite the Vatican's refusal to
(212) 228-6840.
acknowledge him as such and its negation of
the patriarchal status for the Church he
heads.
"I do not seek any honors for myself,"
Patriarch Josyf stressed repeatedly in his
remarks to the throngs, "but I am convinced
that a patriatchal structure of administra
tion is not only our right but a necessity for
The UIS reported that this recent grave- the survival of our Church.'
site was ransacked earlier, leaving no traces
Arriving at the 15-story headquarters of
of its previous existence. The service said
the Ukrainian National Association in
that a large monument with a carved cross
Jersey
City, N.J., on Friday, September 24,
and partially discernible markings still
Patriarch Josyf marveled at the new struc
stands.
ture as he was escorted through the Soyuz
One female student who visited Kiev this
past summer was told by friends that a group and Svoboda offices and viewed the Statue
of Ukrainians from the West toured the of Liberty and the Manhattan skyline from
Ternopil cemetery but they were closely the 14th floor.
"Remember that you are the center of
watched by the KGB.
She told the UIS that when this group saw Ukrainian life on the North American
continent,"
said the Patriarch during the
the toppled monuments and opened graves,
they tried to raise the crosses and rebury the luncheon tendered by the UNA Executive
Committee
and
attended by Svoboda and
coffins, but after noticing that they were
UNA employees and a few invited guests.
being observed they decided to stop.
Film of the graves, shot by one youth, "Strive for even greater achievements," he
told the officers of the largest and oldest
eventually disappeared.
Other tourists said that the opens graves Ukrainian-organization in the free world,
were littered, and that the section of the "But do not forget your responsibilities as
cemetery where the Sich Riflemen's graves leaders and be guided in all you do by the
were located, were overgrown with bushes highest ideal of our people, the ideal of
freedom."
and weeds.

Smuggle Sich Riflemen's
Remains Out Of Ukraine
BALTIMORE, Md.-Members and as
sociates of the "Smoloskyp" Ukrainian
Information Service, who were visiting
Ukraine, apparently managed to smuggle
some remains of Ukrainian Sich Riflemen
out of the desecrated Ternopil graves,
according to the service.
Earlier this year, the press service of the
Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council
(abroad) reported that the Sich Riflemen's
graves there were vanadalized this past
Easter. They said that crosses stop monu
ments were toppled, graves opened and
remains scattered.
In 19Г9 some 100 soldiers of the Ukrain
ian Sich Riflemen unit and of Ukrainian
Galician Army, who died in battle, were
buried at the Ternopil cemetery.
During World War II, another 640 Ukra
inian political prisoners, who were murder
ed by the Soviet occupation troops in June
1941, were also buried in the same cemetery.

Patriarch Josyf is greeted in the traditional Ukrainian manner with bread and salt by
Myroslawa Lewenetz, Christine Hryckowian and Roma Sochan, UNA and Svoboda
employees, in the vestibule of the UNA Building.
(Photo by Ihor Dlaboha)
Patriarch Josyf was greeted at the en
trance with bread and salt by three young
ladies employed at the UNA, Christine
Hryckowian, Myroslawa Lewenetz and
Roma Sochan, and welcomed officially by
Supreme President Joseph Lesawyer in the
company of other executive officers, editors
and employees.
William Macchi, Jersey City Director of
Human Resources, representing Mayor
Paul Jordan, who was in Atlanta, Ga., that
day, presented the Patriarch with a key "to
the city and to the hearts of its 262,000
residents."
After a brief respite in the Soyuz confer
ence room, Patriarch Josyf, who was
accompanied by Dr. Myroslaw Nawrocky
of Philadelphia, head of the Society for the
Patriarchal System in the Ukrainian Catho
lic Church, his wife Dr. Roma Nawrocky,
his secretary Rev. Dr. Ivan Dacko, and Eva
Piddubcheshen, a member of the Society
executive board, proceeded to the dining
hall where he was greeted with "Mnohaya
Lita" by the UNA and Svoboda employees.
Responding to Mr. Lesawyer's welcoming
statement, in which he hailed the Patriarch
as "our greatest living hero" and praised him
for interceding in behalf of Ukrainians
during his recent audience with President
Ford, Cardinal Josyf, citing America's
Bicentennial and the Centennial of Ukrain
ian settlement in the U.S., recalled the
efforts of UNA's founder-pioneers.
"I was a small boy when I remember many
of them leaving Ukraine for this land. They
worked hard in adverse conditions and now
I see their children and grandchildren in
leading positions in this country," said
Cardinal Josyf, exhorting to greater pro
gress in the service to the Ukrainian people.
"Our highest ideal is that Ukraine must be
free. Do not think that because of the
catacombs, the oppression in Ukraine, our
people sleep. No, the idea lives on because it
(Continued on page 3)
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Prof. Dobriansky Elected President
Of American Council For World Freedom

Prof. Lev E. Dobriansky
Mr. Edwards, ACWF secretary, reported
on a number of important projects which
were or are being implemented by the
ACWF. These include the study of interna
tional terrorism, reported by L. Francis
Bouchey; the task force on the Panama
Canal, discussed by Paul Bethel and Issac
Don Levine, who wrote the book, "Hands
off the Panama Canal"; the Bicentennial
Salute to the Captive Nations and the
Vietnam Requiem Service, and the Interna
tional Digest--reported by Mr. Edwards;

the proposed publication of an InterAmerican Review, which was discussed by
Mr. Bouchey.
Addressing the dinner session of the.
ACWF session were Dr. Ray S. Cline,
executive director of Studies at the Center
for Strategic and International Studies at
Georgetown University, and former deputy
director of the CIA and director of Intelli
gence and Research, U.S. State Depart
ment, and Dr. Miles M. Costick, author of
"The Economics of Detente and U.S.-Soviet
Grain Trade."
After an extensive and lively discussion,
the ACWF decided to send a telegram to
President Ford, expressing its views on the
U.S.-China policy, the policy of detente and
the Helsinki agreements, and the general
situation of the captive nations.
During the Saturday session, the ACWF
discussed a series of foreign policy guidelines
which will be submitted to the new adminis
tration. Also a number of new projects were
proposed and discussed, including a nation
al conference on U.S.-China policy; an
Inter-American Leadership Seminar, dis
cussed by Prof. Roger Fontaine of George
town University; the Panama Canal and the
Captive Nations Week in 1977; the
"GULAG U.S.A." project and the ACWF
membership in the WACL, discussed exten
sively by Messrs. Dobriansky, Possony,
Rowe, Judd and others.
At the close of the session, a series of
recommendations and resolutions were
adopted which will guide the ACWF pro
grams in 1977.

Wagner Again Heads Democratic Ethnic Unit
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Robert F. Wag
ner, former mayor of New York City, has
been appointed chairman of the All Ameri
cans Council of the Democratic National
Committee, a position he had previously
held from 1964 to 1974. He also resumes the
position of vice-chairman of the DNC for
Ethnic Affairs.
In one of his first moves, Mr. Wagner
asked Joseph Lesawyer, UNA Supreme
President, to serve, as in previous years, as
chairman of the Ukrainian Division. He also
informed Mr. Lesawyer that a meeting will
be held Friday, October 8, to discuss
campaign strategy. A meeting with Jimmy
Carter is planned for the immediate future.
In announcing Wagner's appointment,
DNC Chairman Robert S. Strauss said:
"The Democratic Party is extremely fortu
nate to be able to again call on Bob Wagner
at a time of critical need. The 1976 election is
a tough one, and we must make clear to
ethnic Americans that the Democratic Party
is still the party that cares. We are the party
which gave millions of new Americans their
first opportunities, and we know we must
continue to provide opportunities to them
now that the have become so integral a part
of our nation and our society. The appoint
ment of Bob Wagner should be a clear signal
that we are working in that direction."
Mr. Wagner recently completed a term as
chairman of the Democratic Party's Comp-

Robert Wagner and Joseph Lesawyer
liance Review Commission, the body which succeeds Dr. Thomas Morgan, U.S. Repre
examined the plans by which states selected sentative from the 22nd District of Pennsyl
delegates to the 1976 Democratic National vania.
Convention. As a result of the work of this
The DNC's Nationality Division dates
body r potential ч delegate challenges were back to 1932, when Franklin D. Roosevelt
either headed off or resolved at an early was running for president, constructing a
stage, so that not a single delegate challenge coalition of interests which survives to this
had to be brought to the floor of the day. The Division, throu executive director
convention for a decision.
Andrew Valuchek, maintains contact with
In resuming the position of chairman of 170 ethnic fraternal organizations and more
the All Americans Council, Mr. Wagner than 450 nationality newspapers.
Mr. Wagner is of German stock and was
born and raised in the strongly ethnic
Yorkville section of Manhattan.

Stage Exhibit Of Dissident Works
At Toronto University
TORONTO, O n t . - A n exhibit of dissi
dent literature from the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe is currently on display at the
John P. Robarts Library of the University of
Toronto. Eight countries are represented:
Czecho-Slovakia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithu
ania, Poland, Russia, Ukraine and Yugo
slavia.
Most of the works featured have appeared
hi print in the West only. Many of these
circulated clandestinely in their home
countries in typescript copies. Some works
liave been published and later banned or
destroyed.

The issues raised by the authors are
representative of the dissident movement in
Eastern Europe. Of particular interest to the
academic community are the questions of
intellectual freedom—free opinion, press
and publication.
A few works by Western scholars on
dissent in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe are included.
The display, which opened September
10th, will be on view through November
10th.
":

In Bound Brook Opens

Second School Year

Dr. Dushnyk Elected To Board Of Directors
WASHINGTON, D.C.(UCCA Special)
- P r o f . Lev E. Dobriansky, President of the
UCCA, was elected president of the Ameri
can Council for World Freedom (ACWF) at
the organization's two-day annual meeting,
held here at the Statler Hilton Hotel Friday
and Saturday, September 24-25.
Dr. Walter Dushnyck, editor of The
Ukrainian Quarterly, was also elected a
member of the 22-member board of direc
tors, which includes 2 honorary former
presidents and five members of the executive
board of the ACWF. The honorary former
presidents are Dr. Walter H. Judd and Fred
Schlafly.
Joining Dr. Dobriansky on the ACWF
executive board are: Dr. Stefan T. Possony,
first vice-president; David Keene, second
vice-presidet; Lee Edwards, secretary, and
Jay A. Parker, treasurer.
In addition to the two honorary former
presidents of the ACWF, five members of
the executive board and Dr. Dushnyck,
other members of the board of directors are:
Paul Bethel, Rev. Raymond de Jaeger,
Ronald F. Docksai, Dr. Joseph Dunner,
Gen. Daniel Graham, Marx Lewis, Adm.
John McGain, Dr. Robert Morris, Ron
Pearson, Dr. David Rowe, Dr. Edward
Rozek and Neil A. Salonen.
The American Council for World Free
dom consists of some 34 American national
organizations, dedicated to support the
freedom and independence of the captive
nations in Europe and Asia, and the preser
vation of the national security and indepen
dence of the United States.

St. Sophia Seminary

BOUND BROOK, N.J.—"You are like
the first twelve apostles, because you are the
first founders and you will be the first
graduates of this institution four years from
now," Metropolitan Mstyslav told the
seminarians here Wednesday, September
15, during the opening of the academic year
of the St. Sophia Ukrainian Orthodox
Seminary here, extending his blessings and
best wishes in their studies.
Preceding the late afternoon ceremony
was a "Moleben" celebrated by the Semi
nary's Dean, Fr. Frank Estochin, at St.
Andrew's Church-Memorial in the presence
of the seminarians, the faculty, clergy and
guests.
The Seminary, which was opened last
year, is housed at a nearby building of the
Consistory's huge complex. It is an old
wooden structure in colonial style and a
historic site in that it is one of the many
places in the area where "Washington slept,"
according to a spokesman for the Seminary.
The building serves as both the residence
hall for seminarians and lecturing quarters.
The study period is five years, said a
spokesman for the institution, adding that
thanks to the generous response of the
Ukrainian Orthodox faithful in this and
other countries of the free world, the
Seminary has adequate finances for the next
two years. The contributions continue to
come in, he said.
For general courses in theology and
related subjects, the seminarians avail
themselves of the proximity of Rutgers
University and of the Theological Seminary
in New Brunswick, N.J. Metropolitan
Mstyslav and Fr. Estochin were particularly
generous in their praises of these two
institutions for cooperating with the Semi
nary, citing Prof. John Fizer, of the former,
and Dr. Edwin Thomas, provost of the
latter, as being instrumental in securing that
cooperation.
The Seminary's faculty includes Fr.
Estochin, the Rev. Joseph Kreta, Prof.
Fizer, Prof. Larissa M.L. Onyshkevych, also
of Rutgers, Prof. Ivan Korowyckyj, who is
also vice-dean and chief librarian, and
Walter Dworakiwsky who teaches choral
music.
In addition to Metropolitan Mstyslav,
addressing the seminarians were: Fr. Esto
chin, Dr. Thomas, who said he admired the
Ukrainian rite and exhorted the students to
preserve and develop it, and Prof. Korowyc
kyj.
At the outset of the ceremony, semina
rians Nicholas Dalendorf and Andrew
Partykewych, welcomed the Metropolitan
with bread and salt and asked for his
blessings.
First year students at the Seminary are: N.
Dalendorf (Chicago), Oleh Hucul (Bound
Brook), Eugene Krywolap (Philadelphia),
Myron Orion and A. Partykewych, both
from Chicago.
Second year students are: James Hvizdosh and Myron Kudanowich, both from
Minersville, John Panasiuk (Philadelphia),
David Wozniak (Johnstown), James Nor
ton (Sharon, Pa.) and Anatole Sytnyk,
recent arrival from Australia.
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Patriarch Josyf Tours...
(Continued from page 1)
is a right of ours since the days of Volodymyr among other things, the importance of the
Ukrainian Catholic University and its
the Great."
After hearing welcoming remarks from branches in the U.S., Patriarch Josyf,
escorted
by Mr. and Mrs. Lesawyer, left for
invited guests, Mr. Macchi and Robert
Swanson, president of the Commercial New York City where another reception
Trust Company, who were joined by Her- awaited him at the UCCA-UNWLA buildman Suenholz, president of the First Jersey ing.
In addition to executive officers employed
National Bank, and J. Louis Bareil, vicepresident of Weeden and Company, both in the UNA offices, also present were UNA
lessees in the UNA building. Patriarch Josyf Vice-President Mayry Dushnyck and Suresponded in English, stating in a prepared preme Asembly honorary member Maria
text that the question of the Ukrainian Demydchuk-Chuchman.
Catholic patriarchate "is not a local matter,
The Jersey City visit was reported by the
it must command the attention of the entire Jersey Journal and the Hudson Dispatch,
Church, of the whole world."
the latter running a lengthy article by
After a brief conference w ith UNA execu- Roman Czajkowsky, a Ukrainian journalist
tive officers, during which he discussed, working for the paper.

UCCA-UNWLA Building
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Bishop Hornyak Visits
Ukrainian Orthodox Center
SOUTH BOUND BROOK, N.J.— Bishop Augustine Hornyak, OSBM Exarch
for Ukrainian Catholics in Great Britain,
accompanied by Very Rev. Patrick Paschak,
provincial of the Basilian Fathers in the
United States, visited the consistory of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in the U.S.A.
and the Ukrainian Orthodox Seminary here
Thursday, September 23.
This visit by Bishop Hornyak was in
return for Archbishop-Metropolitan Mstyslav Skrypnyk's tour of the Ukrainian
Catholic community in London while the
Ukrainian Orthodox prelate was in England.
The Ukrainian Catholic Exarch was
hosted at the consistory by Metropolitan
Mstyslav and Very Rev. Protopresbyter

Artemy Selepyna, head of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Consistory, and Very Rev. Protopresbyter Stephan Bilak, pastor of the St.
Vladimir Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral in
Philadelphia.
Bishop Hornyak and Very Rev. Paschak
were shown the St. Andrew C h u r c h Memorial, the museum, and the libraryarchives. Prof. IwanPalyvoda explained the
various artificats on display.
The two were also taken to the Ukrainian
Orthodox Seminary where they were greeted by its dean, Rev. Frank Estocin and 12
seminarians.
A dinner with Metropolitan Mstyslav and
Very Revs. Selepyna and Bilak, rounded out
the visit by Bishop Hornyak and Very Rev.
Paschak.

affair which also featured a brief concert
program.
The banquet was opened by Jaroslaw
Scherbaniuk, a representative of the Society's local branch, who announced the arrival
of Patriarch Josyf. Master of ceremonies
was Lubomyr Zielyk.
Very Rev. Lubomyr Mudry officially
greeted Patriarch Josyf after the invocation
and blessings.

Appearing in the concert program were
mezzo-soprano Christine Lypeckyj, who
sang a medley of Ukrainian compositions to
the piano accompaniment of Dr. Ihor
Sonevytsky, and Askold Lozynskyj, who
recited Taras Shevchenko's "Epistle."
In his brief closing statement, Patriarch
Josyf said that unity within the Ukrainian
Catholic Church would ensure the establishment of the patriarchate.
Among the Ukrainian Catholic clergy
who attended the banquet were Very Rev.
Clement Preima, Very Rev. Provincial
Patrick Paschak, OSBM, Very Rev. Jaroslav Shust, Rev. Dr. Meletius Wojnar, Rev.
Dr. Ivan Dacko, Rev. Mudry, and others.

Principal speaker was Mykola Haliw. He
outlined in his address the work of the
Society for the Patriarchal System and
praised the prelate for his efforts in behalf of
the patriarchate.

Liturgy In Passaic
Ivan Bazarko, UCCA Executive Director, greets Patriarch Josyf during his brief visit at the
UCCA-UNWLA Building. Flanking the prelate are Mrs. Lesia Riznyk, UNWLA VicePresident, and Rev. Dr. Ivan Dacko.
(Photo by Ihor Dlaboha)
NEW YORK, N.Y.— Some 110 repre- Ukrainians in America is the most historic
sentatives of Ukrainian community organ- event in his life.
izations, faithful and clergy, led by UCCA
Ukrainians here, he said, "represent the
Executive Director Ivan Bazarko and best of our people."
UNWLA Vice-President Mrs. Lesia Riznyk,
Along with the unformed Plast youths,
greeted Patriarch Josyf I in the traditional several members of the New York City
Ukrainian manner with bread and salt SUMA branch were also in attendance.
outside the UCCA-UNWLA Building here
Representing St. George's Ukrainian
Friday, September 24.
Catholic parish here was Rev. Dr. VoloThe 84-year-old primate of the Pomisna dymyr Gavlich, pastor, and Rev. Sebastian
Ukrainian Catholic Church arrived here in Shewchuk.
the company of Dr. and Mrs. Myroslaw
Patriarch Josyf commended Ukrainian
Nawrocky, head of the Society for the Catholics in America "for understanding the
Patriarchal System, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph importance of a patriarchate."
Lesawyer, UCCA Executive Vice-President,
He said that the establishment of such an
Eva Piddubcheshen, member of the Socie- institution is not "schismatic".
ty's executive board, and Rev. Dr. Ivan
"We are all Catholics, but we want our
Dacko, following a reception at the UNA rights," he declared.
Home Office in Jersey City.
The prelate explained that there is one
Besides the traditional greeting by the church of God, but many nations, and every
UCCA and UNWLA officers several Plast person must do everything he can to help his
youths, dressed in their organization's people's church.
uniforms, presented Patriarch Josyf with a
Patriarch Josyf urged the people present
bouquet of flowers.
to "be yourselves at all times." He stressed
A brief meeting with the prelate was held that Ukrainian culture will survive longer "if
in the first floor conference hall of the we study our past and show pride in it."
recently acquired building.
"You are not worse than any other nation,
Mr. Bazarko and Mrs. Riznyk, in wel- just stand up for what is yours," he said.
coming remarks, cited Patriarch Josyfs
Mr. Bazarko, on behalf of the UCCA
dedication to his nation and Church and his executive board, extended an invitation to
Patriarch Josyf to attend the upcoming
efforts to establish a patriarchate.
XHth Congress, and the prelate said that he
Greeting the prelate on behalf of the local would try to arrange his schedule accordUCCA branch was Dr. Wolodymyr Saw- ingly.
After the meeting, Patriarch Josyf visited
chak, its president.
As he told UNA and Svoboda employees the UNWLA Museum, which is located on
the
fourth and fifth floors of the building.
a few hours earlier, Patriarch Josyf again
stressed the accomplishments of the Ukra- Escorted by Mrs. Riznyk, Mrs. Oksana
Grabowicz,
and other UNWLA members,
inian community in the United States,
saying that it is the most advanced settle- Patriarch Josyf viewed the artifacts and
folkcrafts.
ment of Ukrainians in the free world.
Late that afternoon the prelate returned
"You set the tone for all Ukrainians to
follow," he said. "Even Ukrainians in the to the Basilian Sisters Monastery in Astoria,
N.
Y., where he stayed during his visit in the
native country look up to you."
Patriarch losvf said that being with metropolitan area.

Banquet In New York
NEW YORK, N.Y.—Taking advantage
of Patriarch Josyfs visit to the United
States, the local branch of the Society for the
Patriarchal System sponsored a banquet in

honor of the prelate at the Americana Hotel
Saturday, September 25.
Some 550 people from the entire metropolitan area paid S30.00 a plate to attend the

Patriarch Josyf is escorted by faithful to the St. Nicholas Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Passaic, N.J.
(Photo courtesy of Daily News)
PASSAIC, N . J . - H u n d r e d s of Ukra- carried out the will of the people, the will of
inian faithful and clergy, led by flower
God for the glory of God." He then led the
tossing children in Ukrainian attire, greeted
congregation in a pledge of loyalty to PatriPatriarch Josyf here Sunday, September 26,
arch Josyf.
during his visit to St. Nicholas Ukrainian
After the Liturgy, Patriarch Josyf was
Catholic Church where he was the celebrant
of a Pontifical Divine Liturgy.
greeted at the Church hall by local UCCA
Hailed as Patriarch at each and every turn branch president, Savaryn Palydowycz, and
by the crowds that turned out in large by representatives of every organization that
numbers despite interminttent rains, the make up the community here. With the
Ukrainian prelate again called for unity, "for greetings, they presented "gifts of love" in
assertion of our rite and of our national behalf of their respective organizations. A
identity at each and every turn and thus state reception concluded Patriarch Josyfs visit
that we are one and wish to remain one here.
forever."
Preceding the Pontifical Divine Liturgy
Dr. Myroslaw Bych, head of the local
was a ceremony elevating the Very Rev. chapter of the Society for the Patriarchal
Canon Wolodymyr Bilynsky, the Church's System, led the well-wishers.
pastor, to the rank of Mitered Priest, in the
Extensive coverage was provided by the
course of which Patriarch Josyf presented
him with appropriate insignia.
American press, with stories and photos in
"By announcing the establishment of a the Daily News, the Herald News, the
patriarchate," said Fr. Bilynsky, "you
Paterson News and the Bergen Record.
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Journalist Seeks N J . Congressional Seat
Stresses National Security, Economic Growth
JERSEY CITY, N.J.—Charles Wiley, a
veteran journalist and a staunch antiCommunist, who has seen what the insides
of Communist prisons look like, is cam
paigning for the 15th Congressional District
seat in New Jersey on national security and
economic recovery themes.
In an interview with Svoboda editors here
Tuesday, September 28, Mr. Wiley, 49, said
that national security programs will get
major consideration from him if he is elected
to Congress.
"I will strive to insure the survival of the
United States," said Mr. Wiley.
He plans to accomplish this by making the
public aware of the dangers from overseas,
especially communism.
"If Communists roll all over the world, the
United States will eventually fall also
because there will be no one to turn to for
help," he said.
Mr. Wiley said that detente, the way it is
presented, is "nonsence" and the Soviet
government "is the first to admit it."
Other goals that the slightly greyish,
energetic political novice has set for himself
are helping to stop inflation and getting the
economy moving.
"Both of these I hope to accomplish
through total dedication to the free enter
prise system," he declared.
Mr. Wiley said that the American econo
mic system is the best in the world because,
as he puts it, "in 200 years of American
history, we produced one-half of all the
goods produced in the 10,000 years of man's
history."
Reported 8 Wars
Working as a journalist for over 20 years,
Mr. Wiley has traveled throughout the
world and has covered wars eight times. He
reported the Vietnam war first in 1962, and
again in 1964, 1968 and 1972.
Mr. Wiley said that his report of the Tet
offensive and the Battle of Hue in 1968 was
cited by a Marine general as the best account
of the fight.
En route through Asia from his first
Vietnam assignment, related Mr. Wiley, he
was detained by the Soviet secret police for
taking photographs of people waiting in line
at a supermarket.
"In Baku in Azerbaidzjan I was accosted
by two plainclothes policemen and several
militia who confiscated my camera because I
was 'taking illegal pictures.' "
In Leningrad that year, Mr. Wiley again
had a midnight meeting with the secret
police.
"I was leaving the dining room of my hotel
in Leningrad when I was told that the hotel
manager would like to see me," he recount
ed. "I was taken to a room where two agents
waited—one was a translator and the other
his superior.
Mr. Wiley said that the agents told him
about his detention in Baku and his negative
remarks about the Soviet Union and the
Communist Party.
"They told me that I am an enemy of the
Soviet Union and that I should leave for
Helsinki on the first train the next morning,"
he said, adding with a hint of pride: "As/ar
as I know, I may be the only man to be
declared an enemy of the state in Cuba and
in the USSR.
The latter remark refers to his detention in
Cuba in 1960 just after Fidel Castro came to
power. Mr. Wiley said that he was arrested
by Castro's secret police and confined in a
prison with anti-Castro revolutionaries for
seven days.
In protest against his incarceration he
started a hunger strike and reports about his
condition increased daily in the press. At
that time Mr. Wiley was working for radio
station WOR.
On the eighth day, he said, he was
transferred to the psychiatric ward and
placed between a lunatic "who was receiv
ing electric shocks daily and a burly guy who
murdered his wife and told everyone about
it."
Mr. Wiley now feels that his firm stand
saved his life in both the Moscow prisons
and in O i b a b t ГД^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ .. ^ ^ ,v'..!.'r..',
"l5on4 рїауіШ^іЙі Memf' Wvfeeu lUr?

he would use "the prestige of my office to get
them out of prison."
He would take advantage of his office to
push through legislation which concerns not
only foreign affairs but local matters, as
well.
"If I were in Congress these last two years,
New Jersey would not have an income tax,"
said Mr. Wiley.
He said that the income tax "is wrong and
unnecessary and hurts economic growth in
my district and in New Jersey."
Mr. Wiley said that he is against the "big
government" concept. He feels that the
federal government should "get out of as
many things as it can."
According to him, the federal government
should be first of all involved in national
defense in order to insure peace and tranquility.
While some elected officials have paid
merely lip service to Ukrainians and other
ethnic groups by speaking to them several
times a year, said Mr. Wiley, he pledged to
stay in contact with his ethnic constituents as
Charles Wiley
much as possible throughout his tenure^
Wiley. "Show that you are stronger and have
Mr. Wiley visited the UNA office here in
superior will."
the company of I wan Prynada of Carteret,
One humorous incident, which Mr. Wiley chairman of Heritage Contacts on the
said is frequently retold by columnist election committee.
William Buckley, was his experience in
Mr. Wiley, who spoke at many Ukrainian
Moscow's Lubianka Prison.
gatherings, recently addressed UNA'ers at
"In 19591 went to Lubianka and asked to the annual New Jersey UNA Day at the
see a high official. After pressing the point I Ukrainian Village in South Bound Brook,
was told to return the next day," he said with N.J., Sunday, September 12.
a nostalgic tone in his voice. "The following
He said his campaign success is contingent
day I was taken inside Lubianka to a person on the election of President Ford.
who declined to identify himself through the
"My election depends on the top of the
interpreter."
ticket, and I see Ford coming on strongly,"
Mr. Wiley said that he asked the secret said the Republican candidate.
police agent to substantiate or refute the
An alumnus of New York University with
claims he heard in the West as to the a degree in journalism, Mr. Wiley, a widow
harshness of the Soviet police. Not receiving er, lives with his two sons, Scott, 18, and
an answer, he said that in the United States Cliff, 16, in Sayerville, N.J.
tourists are allowed to visit the FBI Building
He has been active in many local and
and asked for a tour of Lubianka.
national civic groups and was one of the first
He said that the person refused to identify to organize a committee to help American
himself despite his persistent proddings. But POW's in Vietnam.
when he asked the intrepreter to gauge his
Among the many persons to endorse his
superior on a scale between the guard at the candidacy for Congress is Simas Kudirka,
door and the secret police chief, the transla who spoke at a fund-raising dinner in Mr.
tor said: "He is as high as he is tall."
Wiley's behalf Friday, October 1.
Mr. Wiley now feels that he was allowed
The 15th Congressional District includes,
to see the official probably because they the towns of Carteret, Pert Amboy, Linden,
thought he was going to defect.
Woodbridge, New Brunswick, Cranberry,
Mr. Wiley is well acquainted with the Pescataway, South Plainfield, Edison,
plight of Ukrainian and other political Metuchen, South Amboy, Sayerville, Windprisoners in the Soviet Union and said that field Park, Highland Park, among others.

Ukrainians To
Participa+j In
Mountainside
Bicen Celebration
MOUNTAINSIDE, N.J., Sept. 2 7 Mountainside is presenting a Bicentennial
celebration, entitled "Salute to the Ameri
can States," on Saturday, October 2,at the
Deerfield School and Our Lady of Lourdes
Church on Central Avenue.
A parade commencing at 10:30 a.m., at
the Beechwood School will precede the
opening of the exhibits, and participating in
this event will be over twenty groups
including bands, floats and marching units.
Among the groups contributing to this
festive occasion will be Ukrainians from the
Union county area to include a number of
exhibits, both fine and folk art, entertain
ment and other displays.
The main theme of this celebration will
spotlight the history of the "50 United
States" and stress the contributions of the
different nationalities and ethnic groups
toward the growth and development of the
United States, culturally, scientifically,
economically and politically.
Included in the exhibits to be shown at the
Deerfield School grounds is a Ukrainian
folk art exhibit, presenting authentic pot
tery, embroidery and woven fabrics, in
addition to traditional and modern pottery,
wood-carving and "pysanky." Several
demonstrations will be presented showing
the art of wood-carving, embroidery and
Easter egg decorating. There will also be a
fine arts exhibit featuring oils, woodcuts,
water-colors and metal sculptures. Photo
graphs of Ukrainian landmarks by Bohdan
Polianskyj will also be on display.
The highlight of the day will be a Bicen
tennial program, during which Joseph
Lesawyer, UNA Supreme President, will
give an address.
This program will be held at the Deerfield
Auditorium at 1:00 p.m. and well known
Ukrainian performers will contribute their
talents. Present will be Mary Lesawyer,
noted Ukrainian lyric soprano and former
soloist with the New York City Opera
Company, the Bandurists chorus of Ne
wark, N.J., Natalia Lazirko, who will
perform Ukrainian dances, and SUMA
Dancers from Carteret, N.J. under the
direction of Stanley Yakubowycz. Piano
accompanist will be Kathleen Cuckler.
Co-chairladies of the event are Mesdames
Petrunella Koster, chairlady of the Ukrain
ian heritage committee of Mountainside,
and Mrs. Lydia Huk.

League Of Ukrainian Catholics
Ask Participation
To Hold Annual Conclave
In LUC Convention
TAMAQUA, Pa.-Mother nature will settlement in America. The Byzantine Male
provide bright fall colors of the Pocono
Mountains as the hierarchy, clergy, spiritual
directors, officers, members and delegates,
convene in Mt. Airy Lodge, Mt. Pocono, for
a four-day convention oi the League of
Ukrainian Catholics October 15-18.
The 38th annual gathering will open
Friday with arrivals from many states
gathering to discuss the "New Apostolic
Image of Ukrainian Catholics" in America,
and will run through Monday morning.
Each day will begin with a Divine Liturgy
followed by a full day of activity, meetings
and plenty of time to enjoy the relaxed
atmosphere of the magnificent Lodge.
Sandwiched in between will be an "Old
Time Ukrainian Wedding Reception" as
they were held 100 years ago. Participants
are asked to bring a wedding gift which will
be auctioned off Sunday afternoon and the
proceeds donated to the Bishop John Stock
Burse Fund.
Saturday will be devoted to closed busi
ness sessions and meetings in the morning
and the general business sessions in the
afternoon. After dinner at the Lodge Satur
day evening, the participants will attend the
fabulous night club of Mt. Airy to see a top
Broadway performance.
After Divine Liturgy and a communion
breakfast Sunday morning, a Ukrainian
9ul^rj|^exr^
memoratidn of 10'6 years of Ukrainian

Choir will perform as will Ukrainian dan
cers.
A centennial banquet and ball will be held
in the crystal ballroom, topping off a busy
convention.

TAMAQUA, P a . - A l l recognized Ukra
inian Catholic lay organizations listed in the
Ukrainian Catholic Directory have been
invited to participate in the 38th annual
convention of the League of Ukrainian
Catholics at Mt. Airy Lodge, Mt. Pocono,
Pa., October 15-18.
Each group will be provided facilities to

meet with their counterparts from other
Zoia Polewska Cited parishes
to discuss their goals and to
NEW YORK, N.Y.—Zoia Polewska,
noted Ukrainian cellist, was included recent
ly in the international "Who's Who in
Music", published in Cambridge, England,
and was given a citation for her achieve
ments in music.
Miss Polewska, who resides in New York,
appeared in a 30-minute recital last August
28th over radio station WNYC here in honor
of her late mother Ludmilla, also a famous
cellist and teacher of music.
Miss Polewska, who concertized exten
sively in Europe, appeared with the famed
della Scala orchestra in Milan, Italy, and

was Доіірге^

лШЛЬР^ІЇ'ІЇ^Р.їт

сГОпоге di Meritb deltaConcordia^:

^ "

evaluate their overall activity. The formula
tion of a national Ukrainian Catholic lay
organization to assit the Hierarchy, clergy
and party to design programs necessary to
sustain the Ukrainian Catholic Church and
to promote is being planned. Many organi
zations have already expressed a desire to
participate, indicating that the sessions
should prove fruitful.
This is the first attempt to hold such
meetings on a national level. A resolution
submitted on the floor of the past national
convention in Philadelphia directed the 1976
convention committee to organize the
meetings. The resolution was submitted to
the Chancery office and approval was
granted.
ff T l ^ SAU| Ь Anthrap jte, .(Squrjcji, is дЬе jips^
for the Convention.
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UNWLA Unveils MuseumWh Folk Art Exhibit
by Motria Kushnir
NEW YORK, N.Y.— The Ukrainian
Museum at its new location on twb floors of
203 Second Avenue in New York City will
open its doors to the public for the first time
on October 3, 1976 at 1:30 p.m. The planned
festivities will mark the culmination of
decades-long planning and work by the
Ukrainian National Women's League of
America (UNWLA).
The premiere exhibit, titled "An Introduction to Ukrainian Folk Art", is designed to
offer visitors a representative sampling of
the Museum's extensive collection of folk
artifacts. Those who attend the opening will
find more than sixty individual displays
falling within the categories of: woven and
embroidered textiles; wood and metal
crafted articles; ceramics; and "kylyms."
Textiles
The entire first floor exhibit area is
devoted to textile displays, which include
both articles of clothing and household
linens. Exquisitely woven and embroidered,
the smocks ("sorochky"), headdresses,
tablecloths ("skaterky") and ritual cloths
("rushnyk") attest to the highly developed
aesthetic sensibilities and skills of the
craftspeople who produced them. All of the
textiles displayed date from the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Most heavily represented are the ornamentation and techniques
characteristic of western Ukraine. However,
several of the woven articles originate from
the northern and north central regions.
Displays of ceramics, wood and metal
objects are housed on the second floor of the
Museum. Every item in this collection
originates from western Ukraine. The metal
work is exclusively from the Hutsul region.
The articles are not only beautiful, but also
to some extent unique, for their production
has been discontinued. Moreover, they
represent a typical folk artifacts in that they
were not fashioned by unschooled craftsmen
simply for domestic use.
Also on the same floor, set off from the
rest of the exhibit in a separate room, is a
display of three "kylyms"—flat, woven rugs.
One of these was woven in the town of
Kosiv sometime around the turn of the
century. The other two "rugs" were both
produced in the eastern Podilia region, but
at different times: the more contemporary is
an early 19th century piece, while the second
dates from the late 18th century. This
ancient example of Ukrainian folk weaving
is the oldest artifact in the Museum's current
collection.
Catalogue
While the exhibit will offer viewers
interesting sights, the exhibit catalogue will
provide a guide for greater appreciation and
understanding of the displays.
Painstakingly prepared by Oksana Irena
Grabowicz, the catalogue contains critical
data about each object—such as its date and
place of origin—as well as a detailed
description of the techniques and materials
used in its crafting. The entries also list
information about the use to which the
articles were applied. Several excellent
photgraphic illustrations appear on the
pages of the catalogue.
In her introduction to the catalogue, Mrs.
Grabowicz underscores the fact that Ukrainian folk art is unique and remarkable for its
esthetic and technical sophistication. This
feature of the exhibited objects is so striking
that it can be discerned even by a not-sodiscriminating eye.
For example, as many as four distinct
weaving techniques may be used in the
design of a single textile in such manner as to
greatly enhance the beauty and complexity
of its texture. With their unusual expertise
and guild-training, Ukrainian folk artisans
have been, in fact, peerless. No other
national group can boast of a folk culture
developed to such a high degree. Mrs.
Grabowicz's essay discusses and documents
the causes for, and the background of, the
unique situation which characterized the
evolution of folk crafts in Ukraine.
What the visitor to the Ukrainian Museum will see is the total, finished outcome of
the labor involved in estdtfiisriirig a museum

and mounting an exhibit. Hard to imagine
for the nonspecialist is the complexity of the
behind-the-scenes work such an undertaking demands. The well-organized displays
and the published catalogue evince merely a
fraction of the tremendous effort required to
accomplish the task.
For example, cataloguing the holdings of
a museum collection is an on-going and
exacting process. The information-retrieval
system which is used must be precise,
comprehensive and comprehensible.
Mrs. Grabowicz, who studied anthropology and folklore mythology at Harvard
University, earned a Master's degree from
the Jagellonian University in Cracow,
Poland in ethnography and is presently a
doctral candidate in social anthropology at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, is
the professional specialist responsible for
indexing the folk art collection of the
Ukrainian Museum.
In the cataloguing system Mrs. Grabowicz developed, five file cards are written up
for every single object in the collection. A
location card is used to record where the
artifact can be found in an exhibit-thus
automatically providing an exhibition
r e c o r d - w h i l e a finding card provides
information about where it is stored.
A separate card lists the accession record—that is, a record of how the collection
acquired the item. Detailed, specialized
information—such as a technical description of the condition, dimensions and origin
of the object-is listed on an "A" card. The
"B" card, besides containing relevant facts
and bibliographic data, includes a photograph of the catalogued item. Each of these
cards is filed according to a decimal number
that is assigned to every object. The numbers
are composed of: the last two digits of the
year of accession, a group category number
and an object number. In all, there are 103
group categories—such as wood, "posuda"
and metal, body adornments.
Organization
The mere organization and execution of
the necessary cataloguing is, in and of itself,
an overwhelming chore; yet, this procedure
is the least complex aspect of the process.
Determining the crucial facts about the
object requires extensive research and highly
specialized training. Dating and finding the
origin of the artifact, as well as ascertaining
the technique used or the stylistic school
represented, are the most important and
difficult tasks a curator faces. In the case of
Ukrainian folk art, the matter is particularly
problematic.
As all scholarly research in Ukraine,
ethnography was thwarted and inhibited
during centuries of foreign occupation and
political repression. Ukrainian folk art
objects were destroyed or erroneously
attributed to other peoples. Today, the
Soviet Union withholds vital sources of
information—particularly those dealing
with pre-18th century history—which would
greatly facilitate work in the area of cultural
history. Despite such hindrances and political obstructions, scholars—as well as nonspecialists—committed to exactitude and
truth have done much to ameliorate the
situation and to set the record straight.
UNWLA, both in the past and at present,
numbered among those who contributed
significantly to the presevation of Ukrainian
folk culture. UNWLA's involvement in this
area began in 1933, almost immediately after
the organization was established. With great
foresight, the women purchased a collection
of folk artifacts in Ukraine and imported it
to the United States. Objects from the
collection were used in countless exhibits
throughout the United States. During
World War II, UNWLA realized that it
would no longer haver access,to their
purchase sources in Ukraine. Thus the
organization decided to keep the collection
intact, maintaining it with the purpose of
establishing a museum in the future. With
the opening of the Ukrainian Museum, the
future is now.
UNWLA's plans for the Museum are of a
grand scale, including a committment to
seek accreditation for the institution. To this
end it has followed extremely stringent rules.

Ceramic jar
which stipulate building codes, professional patently clear. UNWLA, aware of the
criteria and personnel requirement. An formidable responsibility involved, has set
archival reference collection, which has the highest possible goals for the Museum.
already been started, will be an invaluable For the future they wish to expand the scope
source of information for those pursuing of the Museum to include high art and an
folk culture studies. According to Mrs. historical collection. Since the primary
Grabowicz who selected and arranged the importance of any museum lies in its
current exhibit, the projected schedule for function as an educational institution,
changing the exhibit in its entirety is once UNWLA and the Museum committee have
annually and special events and workshops placed a particular emphasis on the educaare being planned. UNWLA's hope is that tional-research role the Ukrainian Museum
research scholars and the community at is to play.
large will take full advantage of the facilties.
In undertaking the establishment of the
Ukrainian Museum, UNWLA needs and
Significance
merits the enthusiastic support of the
Ukrainian community. Theirs has been an
The significance of the existence of a almost superhuman effort and UNWLA's
Ukrainian.Museum in thd ftee world is membership has been equaLtothe task.
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Centennial of Our Settlement

Even The Dead Mutilated
As reported by the "Smoloskyp" Information Service, a group of Ukrainian
youths from the West, while visiting Ukraine, managed to smuggle out a few
remains of the bodies of Ukrainian Sich Riflemen buried in a cemetery near
Ternopil.
The accounts of these young people, substantiated by photos of desecrated
graves and what appears to be deliberately delapidated cemeteries in Ukraine constitute the vilest of testimonies to the barbarism of the Soviet regime and deserve
to be brought before the court of world public opinion.
The desecration of graves in Ternopil is but the latest in a series of regime instigated and conducted actions, aimed at eradicating every vestige of Ukrainianism
in line with the onslaught of total Russification. It will be recalled that last year,
tourists from the West found this to be the case in Lviv where graves of former
soldiers of Ukrainian armies bore visible signs of mutilation or complete destruction. And not by father time.
It is bad enough that the Kremlin rulers are hunting live human beings, incarcerating them in what often amounts to morbid tombs. Now even the dead seem
to be in their way.
As criminal as their actions are, they reflect but one thing—fear. Not of the
crusty bones and mute stones, but of the ideas and ideals they symbolize. And
these are indestructible.

UNWLA: A Feather In The Hat
Our "soyuzianky"-the indefatigable ladies of the Ukrainian National
Women's League of America—have chalked up yet another major accomplishment, which embellishes their already fine record of service to our community
and to Ukrainiandom at large.
Today, after long years of work and some wandering, the UNWLA is unveiling
its Museum in New York with a meticulously prepared folk art exhibit. It is
housed in the renovated building the women's organization purchased recently in
cooperation with the UCCA and located in the heart of Manhattan's Ukrainian
community. While the selection of the latter location was a point of heated discussion at the UNWLA convention two years ago, with some members voicing
preference for an uptown site, it is admirable that after the decision had been
reached the women closed ranks in the implementation of what is a most salutary
project.
To be sure, this is not the first Ukrainian museum in the U.S. and Canada. But
it is the first in New York City, the largest center of Ukrainian life in this country.
For its establishment, our "soyuzianky" deserve kudos from the entire community.

The Ethnic Factor
The announcement of Mr. Wagner's re-appointment to head up the Democratic Party's All Americans Council, the counterpart of the Republican Party's
Heritage Groups Division, is the latest in a series of steps taken by both political
parties in apparent recognition of the ethnic factor in American politics.
The series was set off this year with the appointment of Dr. Kuropas, a man
from our own ranks, as President Ford's Special Assistant for Ethnic Affairs, a
post created for the first time in the history of the United States. Mr. Carter's and
Mr. Ford's subsequent pronouncements on the preservation of ethnic cultures
and neighborhoods, Mr. Ford's appearance at the Polish American congress, Mr.
Carter's whirlwind tours of ethnic neighborhoods and now his reactivation of the
Ail Americans Council attest to the importance both parties attach to the
country's ethnic groups and their role in the political process.
To be sure, the skeptics might say, this is an election year and the candidates
are scurrying for votes, and after November 2nd all will be forgotten. Apart from
being overly simplistic, this type of thinking implies negativism. For one thing,
there is nothing wrong in the candidates' search for votes, but there is a lot wrong
with our failure to capitalize on it. There is equally nothing wrong in our reminding the winners after November 2nd of their pledges and of our input, But let's
make certain that we do make an input.

"Cause Of Ukrainian People
Is Not Local Matter"
(Below is the full text of the English language statement voiced by Patriarch Josyf
Cardinal Slipyj during a luncheon at the UNA headquarters in Jersey City, N.J. Friday,
September 24, 1976.)
It is always a joy for me to visit the United States where the Ukrainian people live in such
great numbers and where the Ukrainian Catholic Church has had such a long and important
history.
But, it is a special joy for me to be here this memobrable year of 1976 - the 200th
anniversary of America's independence and the 100th anniversary of Ukrainian settlement in
the United States.
One of the fruits of your Bicentennial commemoration has been that you have had the
occasion to review your history and reflect on the beginnings of this great country, the
reasons for your revolution, the difficulties which faced the American people, the problems
they had in explaining their position to the world.
My constant hope during this visit is that many will realize that we, Ukrainians, are now
facing many of these same problems. Great difficulties face us and we must redouble our
efforts to explain our cause to the world.
The cause of the Ukrainian people, the welfare of the Ukrainian Catholic Church, the
success of the Patriarchate are not local matters, they are not unimportant matters. They
must command the attention and interest of the whole Church and indeed of the whole
world.
Ours is not a small task. It is a challenge for each and every-one of us. It is a challenge for
you. Do your best in this historic struggle.
God bless our efforts just as I now bless all of you.

Down Memory Lane

A Matter Of Justice
by Roman J. Lysniak
This story dates back to the early 1930's
when western Ukraine was under Polish
occupation.
There was a master carpenter and "Jack of
All Trades", whom, as far as I can remember, everyone called simply "Yurko". He had
built a beautiful house in our "kut" (corner,
part of the village) and was our neighbor. A
large portion of his income, which came
mostly in a barter form, was derived from
doing work for my father.
One day Yurko's only sister, to whom he
was very devoted, became critically ill. The
worried brother immediately borrowed my
father's wagon and horses and rushed his
sister to our county town of Sniatyn, to the
office of Dr. Ivan Podiuk.
Dr. Podiuk, who, incidentally, presently
lives in upstate New York, was personal
physian of the great Ukrainian writer Vasyl
Stefanyk of Rusiv and enjoyed great reputation not only among Ukrainians of Sniatyn
and the surrounding villages, but also
among resident Jews and Poles.
Unfortunately for our neighbor, Dr.
Podiuk was on an emergency call in the
village of Karliv. To compound Yurko's
difficulties, the only other Ukrainian physician in Sniatyn, Dr. Muryniuk, was also out
of town.
Not having any other choice, Yurko took
his sister to the nearest available physician.
This particular doctor looked at pain and
suffering as a blessing to the medical
profession. He charged exorbitant fees for
his services and never treated a needy person
free of charge.
Yurko begged this doctor to save the life
of his sister.
"My dear man," said the medical genius
coldly, "I may have to treat your sister for
weeks or even months, and you don't have
sufficient funds to compensate me."
"Doctor!" cried our distraught neighbor,
"you save her life, and I will pay you every
penny, even if I have to sell my house."
"And suppose I can't save her, queried the
physician, "will you pay me then?"

"I'll pay you whether you cure her or kill
her, shouted the devoted brother.
After treating the woman for a few weeks,
she passed away.
With unseeming haste the attending
doctor presented the bereft Yurko a bill for
300 zlotys, a tremendous sum at that time.
However, the doctor's bill received no
attention. Subsequent demands were equally ignored by Yurko who felt that his sister
did not receive adequate care from this
physician.
Eventually the doctor sued the delinquent
debtor and the case came before the respected Ukrainian judge, the late Dr. Teodoziy
Komarynsky. Considering the antagonistic
and oppressive policies of the Polish occupational administration toward Ukrainians,
one can imagine the legal reputation of Dr.
Komarynsky that even the Polish authorities were helpless to prevent his being seated
on the judicial bench.
Dr. Komarynsky heard the arguments
carefully and regarded the two litigants
thoughtfully. It was unjust, thought the
judge, to make the poor carpenter sell his
house and give the money to the avaricious
practitioner. He decided to protect Yurko.
After a few moments of hard thinking, Dr.
Komarynsky had an idea. He undertook
direct questioning of the physician, waiving
aside the doctor's attorney.
"Doctor, what was your agreement with
the defendant?" Dr. Komarynsky, again.
"Our agreement was that I was to get paid
whether I cured his sister or killed her."
"Did you cure her?" asked the judge.
"She passed away, obviously not," replied
the medico reluctantly. "It was impossible,
your honor."
"Did you kill her, doctor?" was the next
query.
"Oh, no. Of course, not. I should say not."
Answered the doctor indignantly.
"Well, then," declared judge Dr. Komarynsky, you have no claim, doctor for
you neither cured nor killed Yurko's sister."

A Forgotten Ukrainian
Statesman And Writer
(On the 110th anniversary of the birth of Volodymyr Leontovych)

by Dr. Josyf Sirka
II
Leontovich pokes fun at the greediness,
The second social group which Leontopreference for the bottle and the deviation vych describes in this novel are the bureaufrom the spiritual way by the clergy, but he crats. These civil servants of the provinces
also describes the honest and dedicated are critically portrayed as eager for the
priests. The reader is exposed to the total bribe, without which they refuse to do
picture of the contemporary Left-Bank anything. Father Makar knows the mechaclergy: Demian Opanasovych Khropko nisms: he starts with the lowliest bureaucrat
Buianiy, who loves to drink and is ready to and proceeds to the secretary:
do anything for money; Ezakil Erinarovych
Buianovsky-Kachalka, a stingy, denationaNext it was the turn of the helper of
lized type who is on the lookout for anything
the helper of the head of the bureau,
that will bring him gain. The negative types
and on giving him his petition, Fr.
live well, in prosperity and without any
Makar felt it was necessary to color it
cares.
(the petition) with a three ruble
note...In this manner Kalytka proThe fate of the priest who wished to help
ceeded past two or three more consisothers, to lead his flock to a better life, is
tory bureaucrats, giving the neceslamentable. Leontovych presents Serhiy
sary weight to his pocket until finally
Ivanovych Tenditnyi as such a priest who in
he was sent to the secretary's desk.
his youth was overcome with the idea of
With due respect Fr. Makar appserving his people. The higher clergy, which
roached it and attached to the petiitself collaborated with the Tsarist police,
tion a whole five ruble note.
charged this man with sympathizing and
cooperating with the "socialists."
In this manner Makar was able to secureAnother positive hero is the priest Kalenyk Pafnetievych Trubailo. He lives in peace aposition for his son and to marry off his
with his parishioners, reads the Bible, daughters.
If at the beginning of the story the reader
and when the higher clergy demand that he
keep an eye on the doings of the peasants is unsure whether Kalytka belongs to the
and write denunciations, he refuses. He rich or poor clergy, by the end it is eminently
never takes unnecessary money from the clear that Kalytka has a considerable
people and directs the funds into the parish, fortune. He emerges as an extremely sly
rebuilding the church, caring for the cemete- priest, purposeful in his actions, a man who
ry, etc.
achieves his ends at the expense of others.
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Political Fun 1976
by Stephen J. Skubik
(Mr. Skubik has been active in national political affairs since 1951 when he was appointed executive
director of the Nationalities Division of the Republican National Commute. He is the founder and
president of the American Society of Political Humorists. Mr. Skubik is also finance chairman of the
National Republican Heritage Groups Council, treasurer of the Ukrainian American Political Action
Committee, and vice-president of the District of Columbia chapter of the American Society of
Chartered Life Underwriters. In 1952, Mr. Skubik authored a pamphlet entitled "Republican Policy of
Liberation vs. the Democratic Policy of Containment. "He later wrote "The Handbook of Humor by
Famous Politicians" (1968) and co-authored with Hal E. Short "Republican" (1976), Mr. Skubik
contributred an article of The Ukrainian Quarterly, entitled "Prof. Roman Smal-Stocki, "A Life
Worth Saving." Currently Mr. Skubik is the manager of the D.C. Agency for the Prudential Insurance
Company of America. A member of UNA Branch 293, Mr. Skubik. his wife and chudren reside in
Alexandria Va. Below are experts from the author's "Republican Humor" and "The Handbook of
Humor by Famous Politicians.")

Politicians are and have been the butt of many jokes and cartoons. The 1976 political
campaign promises to be funfilled. Bob Dole and Walter Mondale, the Vice-Presidential
candidates, can by counted on to provide a lot of laughs.
Comedians, cartoonists, columnists and the politicians themselves will find the political
candidates of 1976 excellent subjects for wit and humor.
The American people love political humor almost as much as they enjoy humorous stories
about sex, or sex itself. They love to laugh at or with their political leaders. This is a sign of a
healthy democracy. They enjoy sex scandals on Capitol Hill as a sign of human fallibility and
because they like to see the pompous and powerful brought down a bit.
Both Jimmy Carter and Jerry Ford have already witnessed many humorous stories and
cartoons about them. It is to be hoped that they, too, enjoy the fun.
There is a story about Jimmy Carter that is making the rounds: Jimmy Carter's father
asked Jimmy if he cut down the peach tree. Jimmy replied, "1 cannot tell a lie. Maybe I did
and maybe I didn't." Such a story tends to put Jimmy Carter's statement that he would never
lie to the American people into perspective.
Stories about Jerry Ford which depict him as a stumbling oaf who cannot chew gum and
walk at the same time, or who played too much football with his helmet off, are a big hit
among the comedians, cartoonists and Democrats.
Republicans are often shown as being dishonest. A Democratic candidate once said to his
Republican opponent, "There are hundreds of ways to make money, but there is only one
honest way." "What's that," asked the Republican. "Aha", retorted the Democrat. "I
thought you wouldn't know!"
The Democrats have been accused by the Republicans of being honest (tongue in cheek).
Don W. Adams, Republican National Committeeman from Illinois, tells about an epitaph
on a tombstone in a cemetery in Southern Illinois which reads, "Here lies a Democrat and
an honest man." My question is, "How did they get two guys in the same grave?"
J. Edward Day, former Postmaster General of the United States under President John F.
Kennedy, had this to say about political humor (Handbook of Humor by Famous
Politicians), "Everett Dirksen proved to be a master at exploiting the publicity potential of
political humor by joining in the wisecracks about himself and his tousled hair. His transition
over the years from earnest partisan to lovable public character, was a result of his increasing
use of humor. This is not to say that the populace always wants their top leaders to be clowns.
Many carped at Adlai Stevenson for being 'too funny', and Eisenhower's popularity proved
durable despite the fact that there was no evidence that he intentionally made anyone double
up with laughter."
"People prefer their leaders to have a sense of humor and not take themselves too
seriously. In the case of John F. Kennedy, original wry and humor was certainly one of the
windows to his attractive personality. But many successful and popular politicians have been
devoid of any trace of humor, 'rising by their own gravity'. No one thinks that George
Washington was the life of the party. But Benjamin Franklin was.
"Winston Churchill was not only a master of the wisecrack, but used his quotable phrases
to poke fun at pompous, plodding cohorts. When told that a colleague was a modest man,
Churchill observed: 'He has a lot to be modest about.' When a Cabinet colleague told the

Special attention should be paid to the
scenes which describe the life of the clergy.
Leontovych is probably the only Ukrainian
writer of the end of the nineteenth and
beginning of the twentieth centuries who in
one work was able to collect such a variety of
types of clergy of Left-Bank Ukraine and
described their parishes, way of life, attitud
es towards alcholism, which was prevalent
among church officials, their indifference to
national life and culture. The dialogues,
charaterization of the higher and lower
clergy, the nobility, descriptions of estates,
make this work not only a social history of
the period, but also one of Leontovych's best
literary efforts.
Among the works of Leontovych in which
he is critical of the social stratification of the
Russian empire is the story "Use po zakonu"
(Everything according to law, 1914).
This is a short story about Ivan Ivanovych
who upon returning from abroad had to
leave behind Ukrainian books which had
been printed in Galicia and to pay a large
duty on his personal belongings, the extent
of which far exceeded the original price. Not
only is the bureaucracy of Imperial Russia
depicted, but the writer also introduces the
character of a gendarme who speaks a
Ukrainian-Russian language, unable to
speak either one correctly. He was one of the
typical bureaucrats of that period in Uk
raine.
Of special interest in this first collection of
stories is the story "Abdul Hazis", dated
1903.
Here Leontovych gives a clear picture of
the tsarist policies towards the Asian nations
which were subdued through force or
diplomatic maneuvering. Under the slogan
"the cultural mission of Russia in the East,?"
erue-1 repressions subjugated the small
- nations.Шй exploited them eco-n'omically.

In choosing this topic for his story,
Leontovych gave this narrative the subtitle
"Historical Fantasy," no doubt with an eye
on the censor.
The story begins with the description of
the cruel Mahomed Ohli, the last khan of the
Dailam. The khan is depicted as being
fearful for his life, keeping a large harem,
organizing banquets and having no concern
for his people. His favorite and youngest
counselor, Abdul Hazis, studied many years
in Russia and there formulated a plan to
organize a coup against the khan and put the
Dailam under the rule of the Russian tsar
who seems to Abdul Hazis to be much more
just and cultured than the khan.
Using his influence on the khan, Abdul
Hazis helps the Russian army to occupy the
Dailam. When he sees where his actions
have led and what the Russian army is doing
to his land, he recognizes that he had been
mistaken and commits suicide.
One would expect Abdul Hazis to be a
positive hero who loves his nation and
wishes to free it from under the hand of the
cruel khan. However, he becomes so en
tangled in foreign intrigues and promises
that he loses perspective and becomes a
negative character.
The story "Abdul Hazis" is a penetrating
example of a literary work in which the
policies of Tsarist Russia towards subju
gated nations is illustrated.
For this reason all the representatives of
nations which at one time were subjugated
by Tsarist Russia understand so well the fate
of Dailam about which Leontovych speaks
so masterfully. This is a good example of the
unfortunate system which paved the way for
the revolution and the fall of the empire.
From the stories in the collection which
appeared" in 19 ЇЯ, "Use Po -Zkkotiu", "Vis
major", "Soldatskii Rozruk'h-'V^Hynut'

Prime Minister: 'Winston, have I told you about my new grandchild?' Churchill replied, 'No,
and you don't know how much I appreciate it.'
Gerald R. Ford, President of the United States, wrote about political humor (Republican
Humor), "I have now spent twenty-seven years in American politics and I have seen first
hand the therapeutic effect of a timely or timeless joke. In the words of Kahlil Gibran: 'A
sense of humor is a sense of proportion.' In politics, a sense of proportion and a sense of
humor should be written into the job description of every legislator and administrator.
Officials who can laugh together can work together. The aisle separating Republicans and
Democrats need never be so wide that it can't be bridged by good humor.
"I believe in laughter. I took on it as one of the precious gifts that God has given to
mankind. I admire, as Walter Scott did, the 'wit that loves to play, not wound'. Americans
are a diverse people living together in many different styles and places. We are united more
by the way we look at things than by the traditional ties of blood or belief or battles long
forgotten. And when we are able to look at the brighter side of our troubles, and the lighter
side of our struggles, and see the smile that lies just below the surface of our neighbor's face,
we Americans are at our very best."
President Gerald R, Ford
"If our country is to survive and prosper, we need the best efforts of all Americans-men
and women-to bring it about. And besides, as a great philosopher once said-I think it was
Henry Kissinger-nobody will ever win the Battle of the Sexes. There's just too much fraterni
zing with the enemy."... "They say the Navy offers opportunity and you better believe it. In
1942, I became an Ensign. In 1943, I became a Lieutenant. In 1945,1 became a Lt. Com
mander. And in 1974, I became Commander-in-Chief. Now, you can't ask for any more
opportunity than that."
Vice-President Nelson A. Rockefeller
"The best part about being Vice-President is presiding over the Senate.
Where else could I have Barry Goldwater addressing me as "Mr. President."

U.S. Senator from Maine, Edmound S. Muskie
"A visitor to New Harbor tried in vain to start a conversation. Finally he asked if the town
had a law against talking. "Not a law," he was told, "but we've got an understanding not to
say anything unless it improves on silence."

U.S. Senator from Kansas, Bob Dole
"I walked into the Senate Chamber one day and Senator Humphrey was talking. An hour
later, he was still talking. During his speech, Senator Humphrey remarked, "now gentlemen,
let me tax your memories." Just then, Senator McGovern jumped up and shouted, "why
haven't we thought of that before?"
Former Governor of Georgia, Jimmy Carter
"The Carters have been in Georgia 200 years and haven't gotten any farther than
Plains...it's about time one of them did something."
U.S. Senator from Minnesota, Walter F. Mondale
"The Republicans have done something that's never been done before. They've given us
two presidents and three vice-presidents in two years with only one election."

Mrii", Dreams are Dieing, the latter is
different because it is a psychological
portrait of the author in his most difficult
period, when he had to flee from his native
village and leave behind all that had been
acquired by generations.
A few sentences sum up his feelings, the
feelings of a human being, a patriot, a
humanist:
"What can one expect?...A11 dreams
to gain freedom, save one's country,
establish in it a better order, have
vanished in vain... The people them
selves, on whom one had placed such
great hopes, break it, ruin all at
tempts.
The nation is wild, jealous, without
an understanding of law or justice,
does not recognize foreign law,
does not recognize its own duties,
does not love anyone or anything,
only each himself... The intelligentsia
is uneducated, each according to his
own, dizzy with unfulfilled chimeras,
filled with hate, cowardly, traitorous
and unlearned, itself does not under
stand laws or justice, is unfit for selfsacrifice. What is the future of such a
nation? How can one live with an em
pty heart without love, without faith
and without hope..."
Leontovych continued to write as an emi
gre. He contributed to the newspaper "Ukrainske Slovo" (Ukrainian Word) as well as
other papers. In 1922 he published "Spomyny Utikacha" (Memoirs of a Reguee) in
which he continued the theme of "Hynut
Mrii". In these memoirs one sees the
mentality of one of countless emigres:

memoirs are the memoirs of an exile
who in feeling, was destined to tra
verse great distances from Kiev to
Katerynodar, Tuapse, Yalta, Tsahorod (Constantinople), Sofia, etc., to
Berlin; there the reader will find
much on psychology as well as on
manners and customs, information
on how political events affected the
life and psyche of the people:
Leontovych narrates in detail about his
travels, about his life in Bolshevik occupied
Ukraine, the behavior of people from
different social strata. Unfortunately, these
memoirs encompass the period after he was
Minister in the Hetman government. Here,
as in most of his post-war writings, one can
note the strong distaste Leontovych felt
towards anything socialist.
In 1930 Leontovych was succesful in
publishing another collection of stories in
Lviv. The reccuring theme in these stories is
the favorite topic of Leontovych—land.
Interesting and illustrative is the story
"Vorokhobnia" which portrays an anarchist
character, the type Leontovych lamented in
his memoirs that knew no law, that darken
ed the future of the nation. This main
character is Opanas Porubaikit, a fellow
from a poor peasant family who set fire to
the nobleman's estate and, us, was forced to
flee the village. Opanas manages to get
along, steals some money (probably from an
American) and after the revolution returns
to the village. Because he was on the side of
the Bolsheviks he acquires a house and
property. However, on attaining the for
tune, he breaks with the Bolsheviks and
conspires with another friend, Nekhvoroshchansky, to fight against them,.

"I belonged to that group which was de-'
stlned not to create buf'M s^jrfe^. My'1 --.-

^
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' І (To-be continued)
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Patriarch Josyf Visits New York,

Joseph Lesawyer greets Patriarch Josyf and Rev. Dr. Ivan Dacko in the UNA
building's vestibule.

Patriarch Josyf

Patriarch Josyf converses with William Macchi, Jersey City Director of Human
Resources, during the prelate's tour of the fourteenth floor in the UNA buildings
Patriarch Josyf is shown the Svoboda editorial offices by editor-in-Chief Anthony Dragan.
Standing, left to right, are Rev. Dr. Ivan Dacko, Dr. Myroslaw Nawrocky, Walter Sochan,
Mrs. Mary Lesawyer (partially screened), Mrs. Ulana Diachuk, and Stefan Hawrysz.

3o)i3zivks manager Wsj^r Kwas and Мгз, Lessww greet Pstsfkrch ,
prior to the lundsfco:?, with UNA mid Svoboda employees,

Joseph Lesawyer. shows Patriarch Josyf a photograph of a gn.?os o; Ukrainian
Democrats posing with the late President John F. Kennedy цтї hb wife, Jacqueline.
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New Jersey Communities

Patriarch Josyf talks to Plast girls outside the UCCA-UNWLA Building in New York; left to
right are: Motria Zielyk, Donna Lopatynsky and Ksenia Zielyk.

Patriarch Josyf addresses New York meeting.

Ivan Bazarko looks on as Patriarch Josyf accepts flowers from a "Plastunka."

Patriarch Josyf signs the UCCA guest book after his visit with New York community leaders.

Patriarch Josyf Cardinal Slipyj, in a
whirlwind tour over the weekend of
September 24-26, visited the headquarters of
the Ukrainian National Association in
Jersey City, N.J., whiled at the new UCCAUNWLA building in New York, then was
feted at a banquet by the New York
community, and climaxed his sojourn in the
east by presiding over a Pontifical Divine
Liturgy in Passaic, N.J., on Sunday,
September 26. That same night, a throng of
1,000 greeted the Ukrainian Catholic prelate
at O'Hare's airoon. in Chicago, 1^
(Collage by Ihor .'''

^hr
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UNA Senior Citizens Have Weeklong Parley At Soyuzivka
by Marion K. Burbella
KERHONKSON, N.Y.—With emotion
clearly discernible in their voices, the
Ukrainian senior citizens of America and
Canada brought their 2nd annual confer
ence to a close with the singing of the
Ukrainian national anthem, "She Lives On,
Our Ukraina." It was 1:30 p.m., Friday,
September 24, 1976. Ukrainian love per
meated Soyuzivka's grounds and buildings
as fond farewells were extended... 'til we
meet again next year! It had been a produc
tive convention, it had been a happy time for
all.
The convention was preceded by the
unveiling ceremonies of a monument in
honor of Ukrainian poetess, Lesia Ukrainka. Many senior citizens were among those
who had come great distances to be present
at this momentous happening. Mrs. Mary
Dushnyck, UNA Vice-President and the
Women's committee in charge of erecting
this monument, are to be congratulated for
making possible this day to remember.
The formal get-together took place at 6:00
p.m., Sunday, September 19. Stephen
Kuropas, president, welcomed the guests as
they entered the dining room. The ladies
were crowned "Mrs. Senior Soyuzivka" by
Marion Burbella of New Jersey; the gentle
men were crowned "Mr. Senior Soyuzivka"
by Anne Motluck of Illinois. No discrimina
tion...equal opportunity for both.
The timing was perfect as only the night
before Miss Soyuzivka 1977 had been
crowned.
The crowning ceremony was solely Mr.
Kuropas's idea. Evidently it was a good one
as delightfully pleased, newly-crowned
personages recorded their crowned heads
for posterity as flash bulbs lighted up the
room. The crowns were made available by
Marion Woloshyn of Matawan, N.J.
First Session
The first session of the convention was
opened by Stephen Kuropas at 10:30.
Monday morning, September 20, in the
Veselka auditorium. All present were indivi
dually introduced by Mr. Kuropas, who
presented a short biography on their back
grounds. It was astounding to learn what
distinguished people were in attendance. It
was more astounding that the president had
so much vital information on each one he
introduced.
The first order of formal business was the
requesting and receiving unanimous appro
val to send a telegram of welcome to
Patriarch Josyf Cardinal Slipyj, who had
recently arrived in the United States to
preside at the funeral services for Archbi
shop Ambrose Senyshyn, Metropolitan of
Ukrainian Catholics in the United States.
The first speaker at the conference was
Joseph Lesawyer, UNA Supreme President.
He spoke with feeling and compassion on
the problems of the Ukrainian elderly, and
gave assurances that the UNA recognizes the
need for action now and that the UNA is
anxious to give every assistance in the
construction, of the first apartment building
currently being contemplated in the area of
Soyuzivka, an area that encompasses 400
acres. Our elderly want to be in an atmo
sphere where they can share the same
language, the same customs - instead of
existence in "rabbit cages," a classification
for the cubicles in nursing homes. Each one
would perform for himself or herself, and
when that became temporarily impossible,
there would be those who would render
assistance, in other words, one helping the
other.
It was pointed out by Mr. Lesawyer that
before any move could be undertaken, 150
assured applicants must be available. Close
to 80 applicants immediately filled out forms
indicating intended occupancy. A questionand-answer period followed during which
Mr. Lesawyer announced that the building
of the apartment complex at Soyuzivka
could be realized in about 18 months.
Mr. Kuropas stated that he could foresee
Soyuzivka becoming another Bound Brook.
With a heavy influx of Ukrainian into the
area, it would be possible to elect a Ukrain
ian Congressman who would go on to
Washington, D.C., to 4s^eak on behalf of1
Ukrainians . , , ^\;л."""^ , . ^ ^

that Marion Burbella had been the first
recipient of the honors at the banquet held
November 2, 1975, the very day that she
became a senior citizen.
This time the honor fell on Lidia Yaciw of
Kerhonkson whose birthday would be on
Sunday September 26, the closest birthday
to the date of the banquet. Surprise, laugh
ter, applause. While the standing guests sang
"Mnohaya Lita," Lidia was presented with a
birthday cake with one large red candle.
(Very thoughtful, chef Andrij). Mr. Kwas
and his aides served wine in honor of the
occasion, and all the action was filmed by
jerry, Hollywood-style.
All of Thursday, September 23, was
designated as UNA Day.
Mr. Hawrysz, prepared statistics which
were posted on a huge board set upon the
stage of the Veselka auditorium. The
remaining statistics he recited from memory,
Participants of the second annual Senior Citizens Conference gather at the foot of the
so precisely that a woman was overheard
recently unveiled monument in honor of Lesia Ukrainka at Soyuzivka.
wondering if Mr. Hawrysz practiced these
statistics
in his sleep. It is obvious that his
Fourteen speakers addressed the confer zations and worthy causes.
ence during the morning and afternoon
Dr. Padoch was the author of the resolu presentation was fruitful as at the close of
sessions.
tions drawn up for acceptance by the day, Mr. Hawrysz hurried back to the UNA
headquarters in Jersey City with a batch of
It was Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch's fiery speech assembly.
that gave the participants the impetus for
Wednesday morning, September 22, Mr. applications. Soyuzivka does have a magne
action regarding the resolutions passed at Gardlin of the Kingston (New York) Social tic power.
The Friday, September 24th, session was
the 1975 parley. Among other things, he Security Office was the main speaker. He
hoped that Svoboda would designate an handed out informative literature and spoke unique in the Mr. E. Manackyj's enthusiasm
editor who would keep in close contact with on the many benefits that are available to had reached such a crescendo that he vowed
the senior citizens committee as work moved senior citizens, answering many complex before all assembled that he would devote all
ahead. The editor would supervise a column questions presented to him from the floor. his time and energy to "the cause" and that
in Svoboda where views could be expressed
In order to facilitate preparations for the he would knock on as many doors as would
by senior citizens.
banquet planned for Wednesday evening, no be necessary, even to the point of sitting on
steps, to move the resolutions that had
Many progressive ideas were introduced business session was held that afternoon.
by the various speakers and it is hoped that
It was 6:00 p.m. and the doors to the approved at the 2nd annual conference of
in time these ideas will become a reality.
dining room had not yet been opened, but the senior citizens at Soyuzivka.
The secretary reported a total enrolled
Tuesday morning, September 21, before already crowned heads were visible through
the second day's session began, a group the glass sections of the double door. We had membership of 111.
Four anniversaries were noted: 200th
picture was taken before the monument of thought that one crowning ceremony would
Lesia Ukrainka. It was noted that the suffice, but it was immediately apparent that anniversary of American Independence,
American Beauty roses that had been placed the Ukrainian senior citizens did not intend 100th year of Ukrainian settlement in
there on Sunday by the Soyuz Ukrainok to let go of their crowns that easily. The America, Mr. Kuropas's 50th anniversary of
Kerhonkson Branch 89 were alive and doing elegantly attired ladies and the handsome arrival in America, and the 25th anniversary
of Soyuzivka.
well despite sudden cold weather.
gentelmen were surprised again.
An expression of gratitude is due a trio of
The main topic of the day's session was the
The UNA had dispatched Jaroslaw Kulyformation of a Committee of Five who nych to take movies of the evening's pro individuals who, on their own initiative,
came prepared to present a cultural pro
would speak and act on behalf of the ceedings.
organization. Those elected were: Mykola
Mr. Kuropas welcomed the banquet gram.
Joseph and Anastasia Bilovus of Warren,
Schpetko, chairman; (Ewstachij Manackyj guests, and Rev. Ivan Мак, pastor of the
would assume chairmanship in the absence Holy Trinity Church in Kerhonkson, deli Mich., were two such people. One evening
they announced a "Vechir Rozvahy." Mr.
of Mr. Schpetko); Dr. Halyna Noskowska- vered the invocation.
Hirniak, Dr. Rom Pohorecky, Walter
The president then introduced the other Bilovus read several of his humorous stories.
Chamula and Roman Zadoretsky. Anasta- guests seated at the main table: Very Rev. This inspired first one speaker, then another
sia Bilovus was elected liason officer. Her Dr. Bohdan Volosin, Rev. Stephen and Mrs. and another to relate some particularly
duties will involve working with the two Kirzecky, UNA Supreme Organizer Stefan funny incident. There was much laughter.
groups, the UNA Executive Commission Hawrysz, Dr. Halyna Noskowska-Hirniak,
The president was carried away by it all to
and the Committe of Five.
Prof. Michael and Olympia Waskiw (their such a degree that he volunteered to recount
It was at this session that Dr. Padoch paid daughter Lesia is married to Dr. Myron B. his secret courier mission which, for obvious
special tribute to Stephen Kuropas for his Kuropas, Special Assistant to the President safety reasons, necessitated marriage plans
humor, stating that only one so generously for Ethnic Affairs), Roman Slobodian, to three different girls, at the same time, in
endowed by the Creator could so skillfully Mykola Schpetko, Ewstachij Manackyj, three different places. Luckily, his courier
mission was accomplished before the Polish
combine humor with business procedures. Wolodymy Hentisz and Marion Burbella.
All present seconded Dr. Padoch's tribute
After dinner, an amusing skit was present Army officers caught on the deception, and
by a prolonged round of applause.
ed by Mr. Hentisz and, humorously, it with the assistance of his brother, he was
portrayed the daily trials and tribulations of able to make his timely escape across the
Ukrainian border. The mission was by no
Wills, Bequests
Walter Kwas, Soyuzivka manager.
means funny, but the confusing marriage
plans in three different parishes evoked
During the afternoon session, Dr. Padoch
Tributes
much laughter from the audience.
urged those present to have properly prepar
ed wills to make certain that their assets
Those who received special tribute during
would go in the right direction. He explained the banquet were Anna Ratych, Mr. Kuro
Must for Classes
that in many instances, in the absence of a pas and John Steckowich, all members of
will, the funds found their way back to the "Shichovi Striltsi"; Petro Petryk, 91,
On another day, Joseph and Anastasia
Moscow (a matter concerning former citi long-time head of "Prosvita," who delivered Bilovus presented a "history of Ukraine" in
zens of Ukraine). If funds are left to relatives an inspiring address; Roman Slobodian, 88 pictures and sound, a compilation covering
in Ukraine, the relatives get a miniscuje former Supreme Treasurer of the UNA for Ukrainian history from the year 857 to the
percentage; the Communist government 40 years, and Prof. Roman Chubatyj.
present day. This presentation should be
gets the bulk of the funds. Dr. Padoch also
The highlight of the evening was the considered a must in all Ukrainian class
asked that Ukrainian consider leaving a anticipated presentation of the Birthday work. Further information can be obtained
fixed
organi Queen
announced from Prof. Ivan Struk, 1410 Lindley Ave
nxea sum
sum of
oi money
money to
ю Ukrainian
икгаїпіап orgamQueen for
lor 1976.
1976. Mr.
Mr. Kuropas
Kuropas announced
nue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19141.
The third presentation of the week was
tt'ttttttttpKltttttttt^^^
one by Wolodymyr Cisyk of New Hope, Pa.
ЛЛ/птіі 4r\ A/i rw М / і в м А л ^
His collection of artifacts comprised
documentary records, photographs, news
paper clippings, etc., dating back to World
War I and depicting the Ukrainian Libera
tion Movement for the last 50 years (includ
ing the two wars). It is hoped that Mr. Cisyk
will bring back his exhibit to the third
conference for the benefit of those who
missed seeing it.
Summarizing the events of the week, it
can be said that it was a conference for doers
who stood up in unison so that the voice of
, Ukrainiark^enLor,Ppwer.jni|ht^ l i n e a r , It

Want to be a Member
Of the Biggest
Ukrainian family in
The free world?
Well, join the UNA!
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For "Veseli Chasy/' It Was A Long

N.E. Fraternalists
Hold Parley
Road To Soyuzivka, But They Made It
At Soyuzivka
N.Y.—It's less then

KERHONKSON,
800 miles from Chicago to Soyuzivka but for
a quintet of musicians from the Winy City
the trip lasted two years.
Not that the five young men of the "Veseli
Chasy" vocal-instrumental ensemble had
such "good times" along the way that they
procrastinated the journey into an odyssey.
They simply did not want to come to
Soyuzivka until they were ready. And on
that memorable Saturday, July 31, 1976,
they were ready.
It is safe to say that, as far as Soyuzivka is
concerned, no other musical combo made
such an impact at the exclusive UNA estate
since the equally memorable ascent of
"Rushnychok" from Montreal, Que.
"We set out two years ago with Soyuzivka
in mind," said John Steciw, the ensemble's
musical director. "It's here that you have to
make it, if you want to make it on the
Ukrainian scene."
If one can judge by the estate's always
sophisticated crowds, "Veseli Chasy" cer
tainly made it.
Their very entrance on the "Veselka"
terrace, in elegantly tailored beige costumes,
with colorful light effects accompanying
their unique sound, the versatility of instru
mental depth and the rich variety of their
repertoire, had the audience—much like
"Rushnychok" a few years back—standing
for a while before taking to the dancing
floor.
And even though they had to scurry
downstairs a couple of hours into the dance
because the skies had opened up, by the time
the tables were set in the auditorium, "Veseli
Chasy" were set to play and entertain the
usually large crowd.
Of critical importance in this respect are
two non-playing members of the ensemble,
manager Bondan V. Lawro and light effects
man Wayne Godzicky, who devised the
system and operates it while the band plays.
"We've invested some SI5,000 into our
equipment," continued Mr. Steciw, who
plays the cordovox and accordion and does
composing and arranging for the group.
"And the group as a whole has some 50 years
of experience in music.
The other members of the ensemble are:
Tony Slonina, drummer, John Finiak, who
plays the sax and the flute and is lead
vocalist; Phil Rapala, bass guitar; and

Max Kochubka, Secretary

Of UNA Branch 265, Dies
POTTSVILLE, P a . - M a x Kochubka,
secretary of UNA Branch 265 in Pottsville,
Pa., and an active member of Soyuz since
adolescence, died Friday, September 24,
1976, at the age of 49.
Born in 1927 in Black Heat, Pa., Mr.
Kochubka became involved in UNA and
community life soon after completion of his
secondary education, although he was active
as a youth :n various Ukrainian organiza
tions.
He was treasurer of Branch 265 for nine
years and since 1959 its secretary.
Surviving are his widow, Anne, and six
children, Robert, Patricia, Theresa, Joan,
Anne and Gary.

Chicago's "Veseli Chasy": Director John Steciw, surrounded by, left to right, Tony Slonina,
Phil Rapala, John Finiak and Stephan Frost.
Stephan Frost, trumpet, trombone, Finiak
and Frost have degrees in music, while
Rapala is pursuing one.
Though not Ukrainians, Tony and Phil
have taken to Ukrainian music; like fish to
water. They love it and sing it as well as the
other three members of the group, who are
of Ukrainian lineage.
Not affiliated with any Ukrainian organi
zation, "Veseli Chasy" enjoy popularity
among all of them in the Greater Chicago
area.
"We're booked solid for the next year and
a half," said John, but the ensemble would
like more engagements along the eastern
seaboard because "Ukrainian community
life is a bit more different here than out the
Midwest," Of course, they are coming back
to Soyuzivka next year, according to
manager Walter Kwas who knows a good
ensemble when he sees and hears one.
For all five members of the "Veseli Chasy"
ensemble, it was the first time at Soyuzivka.
"It's something else," they admitted with
unabashed enthusiasm. Phil, Stephan and
John substantiated their opinion of the

UNA estate by returning a few weeks later,
John bringing his wife along and stopping at
the new UNA headquarters in Jersey City.
"Our record, 'Chasy', which we released
last May," said John Steciw, ''reflects the
type of music we like to make. It's mainly
soft rock, which we think is amenable to all
generations of Ukrainians."
While the prime source of material for
them, as for other Ukrainian musical
groups, emanates from Ukraine, "Veseli
Chasy" have some material of their own,
composed by Steciw, who likes particularly
topical songs.
"Our second album will feature more of
our material, and we hope our people like
it," he said.
Like the myriad Ukrainian vocal-instru
mental ensembles that have sprung up in
recent years, "Veseli Chasy" want to relate to
young people. But like "Rushnychok," the
group they admire most for setting a new
trend on the Ukrainian music scene, theirs is
a broad-based appeal, witness the fact that
at Soyuzivka on July 31st, there were few
who were sitting while they played.

Pittsburgh UNA'ers Discuss

Membership Drive At Parley
PITTSBURGH, P a . - T h e Pittsburgh
UNA District Committee meeting was held
on Sunday, September 26, at the William
Penn Hotel here, at which organizing
matters and the 1978 UNA Convention, to
be held in this city, were discussed.
Andrew Jula, Supreme Advisor and head
of the Pittsburgh District Committee,
welcomed UNA Vice-President Mary Dushnyck and representatives of the Branches,
including the new officers of UNA Branch
338 of Monessen, Pa., Mrs. Olga Kernisky,
president, and Mrs. Olga Pishko, secretary,
as well as Peter Kohut who came from
Wheeling, West Virginia.
In her remarks Mrs. Dushnyck stressed
the urgent need for organizing action in the

next three months not only by secretaries,
but all other Branch officers, delegates and
students, if the goal of 3,000 is to be reached.
She cited incentives to organizers and to
students and the need to acquaint the public
with UNA's product—its diversified polici
es, which will 15 shortly total.
She discussed approaches to prospects
and the necessity for stressing the added
benefits of UNA coverage compared with
commercial firms. She commended the
Pittsburgh District for striving to achieve its
quota for 1976 and to have no Branches
without at least one new member. Mrs.
Dushnyck concluded with the slogan "Or
ganize, Mobilize, Popularize!"
In the discussion period many subjects
were broached including youth participa
tion, an organizing column in The Ukrain
ian Weekly (the new format of which was
praised), need for secretaries courses, death
notices, promissory notes, scholarships,
more fraternalism, the UCCA Convention,
etc.
Taking part were Messrs. P. Kochirko, P.
Kohut, N. Drapala, J. Yarchak, B. Hryschyshyn, M. Sywy and M. Mischuk, as well as
Mesdames Pishko and Kernisky.
Mr. Jula thanked all for attending the
meeting and asked for their cooperation in
the busy months ahead. He also announced
that the annual UNA Bowling Tournament
will be held in Aliquippa, Pa. in May, 1977.
The minutes of the meeting were taken by
Mrs. Kernisky.

KERHONKSON, N.Y.—The Ukrainian
National Association hosted a meeting of
the New England Fraternal Congress on
September. 11-12, 1976, at Soyuzivka,
UNA's year-round resort in the Catskills.
The meeting was conducted by Frank
Niedbala, president of the New England
Fraternal Congress.
Among the officers, past presidents,
chairmen and members of various commit
tees of the New England Fraternal Congress
were: Mary Page and Marguerite K. Mistier,
representing the Loyal Christian Benefit
Association: Narz F. Gajewski, Eugene
Albanese and Mrs. Albanese, representing
the Catholic Knights of St. George: Frank
Niedbala, Mrs. Anne Niedbala, Mr. and
Mrs. Mathew P. Kuta, and Mr. and Mrs.
Andruszkiewicz; Mr. and Mrs. John Gustowski, representing the Polish Roman
Catholic Union; Mrs. Blanche Niemyski,
representing the Polish National Alliance;
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Pesek, representing
the Czechoslovak Society of America.
The highlight of the meeting was the tour
of the various facilities of Soyuzivka con
ducted by Supreme Advisor Dr. Anna
Chopek.
In the course of her remarks during the
meeting on the theme "Fraternalism in
Action," she said the following:
"Some 20 years ago our executives, in
their wisdom, purchased this estate. We
invested a great deal of effort and money
into it, and there were those who thought it
was not wise to spend so much money
without receiving any monetary gain.
However, over these long years, we have
rekindled that spark of fraternalism at
Soyuzivka. Perhaps it is easier for us, an
ethnic fraternal society, to bring our mem
bers together because they have so much in
common.
"It is here that the old timers meet people
from the various parts of Ukraine—and
perhaps even from their own villages and
towns. It is here that great numbers of our
displaced persons who had to leave their
homes as a result of the occupation of their
lands during World War II, reunite after 20
or 25 years of separation; it is here that our
young people come to various workshops—
to learn Ukrainian, the country's history, its
culture, to learn to dance our beautiful
Ukrainian dances, to camp, to play tennis. It
is here that they come to work during the
summer, it is here they come for entertain
ment, to meet, to fall in love, and to be
married, and it is here that our senior
citizens can live after retirement.
ч
"It has been fraternalism in action: We
hope that the organizations represented in
the New England Fraternal Congress can
initiate something similar in their own
organization."
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Apopka Daily Describes Life
And Times Of Local Resident
APOPKA, Fla.-The
Apopka Chief, a local
daily, recently began pu
blishing a series of hu
man interest stories
about foreign-born per
sons who have contri
buted to the development
of the community, either
through business, agri
culture, education, or
through some other note
worthy means.
Among the first to be
included in this series,
Stephen and Rosa Kowalchuk
penned by Bill Bradford,
was Stephen Kowalchuk. In the Friday,
Steve took the stand and said that at least
September 17th edition of The Chief, Mr. in America people could keep their apples,
Bradford wrote that even though Mr. but if someone showed up with one in
Kowalchuk was born in the United States, Ukraine, the Russians would have taken it.
he spent major portions of his childhood and Steve said that his little speech "caused a hell
early adulthood in Ukraine.
of a fight."
Steve was born on October 11, 1909, in
After World War II, Steve went into the
Crompton, a town in West Warwick Coun general contracting and building business.
ty, Rhode Island. His parents were new The business prospered, and the Kowalchuk
immigrants from Ukraine, and his father
managed a general store in Crompton.
^/JTjifSnOWulVyYxyy^^
The Kowalchuks led the normal life of the
period. In 1913, Steve's family returned to
Ukraine to visit relatives there. They plann
ed to return to the United States a year later,
but World War I broke out and all travel and
immigration ceased, and it was impossible
for them to return.
War came to the small village where Steve
and his parents were living, and his father
was drafted into the army and had to fight
on the Eastern front.

family bought some property in Apopka in
1961.
Steve moved his family to Miami in 1965,
and began working with a Miami realty
company in commercial sales.
The Kowalchuks visited the Apopka area
often and liked the friendly people and
pleasant surrounds. So, when Steve grew
tired of the "Miami life" he decided to move
to the Apopka area.
Most of Steve's time is taken up with the
development of the Lake McCoy Oaks
subdivision in Apopka for the Sunnyland
Realty Corp. of which he is president. When
finished, the subdivision will have 58 homes
in the S35,000 to S40,000 range.
Steve Kowalchuk who, along with his
wife, Rosa, is a member of UNA Branch 380,
said that for most of his life he and his family
have had to struggle, but Steve says that
because in America he had the freedom to
become anything his talents would let him,
all his hopes and dreams have been fulfilled.

Hard Times Persist
The war ended for the rest of Europe, but
the region where the Kowalchuks lived
began a fight for its independence.
"Misfortune fell upon misfortune; the
fighting continued, my younger sister was
killed by Polish troops, and the Black
Plague struck our village," said Steve.
"Everyone in the village was quarantined.
All of my family but myself had the disease
so I had to care for them. My father came
home one last time, and went back to rejoin
his troops. It was the last time I saw or heard
from him. The war ended, and the Com
munists came. They took 75 of the village
leaders to the woods, tied their hands behind
their backs and shot them. Villagers found
the victims two weeks later."
In 1929, Steve, because he was an Ameri
can citizen, was able to return to America.
During the Depression, he found finding
work difficult, and when he did find a job, it
seemed that he would work at it for a few
months and the company would go bank
rupt.
As bad as things were though, Steve says
hat conditions were worse in Ukraine under
ihe Communists. Food there was scarce, and
what there was, the Soviets took to feed
mouths in Mother Russia.
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^KIEV.-In a letter to the editorial board
of "Radianska Ukraina" a reader complain
ed of being served borshch without beans,
contrary to any recipe for the Ukrainian
soup. The reader also noted that Zhytomyr
restaurants serve no other dishes with beans,
and wondered why this was the case. After
consulting a nutrition official of the govern
ment an explanation was printed. It seems
that in recent years the collective farms of
the Zhytomyr region devoted too little
attention to the cultivation of beans, result
ing in a shortage. Next year officials plan to
grow more beans to remedy the situation.

^LVIV.—An expedition of the Archaeo
logical Institute of the Academy of Science
of the Ukrainian SSR, which was joined by
scholars from other republics and students
of the Lviv and Chernivtsi universities, has
excavated articles that reportedly date back
to the Stone Age. The finds, near the village
Molodove, Sokyriany raion in Bukovina,
according to "Radianska Ukraina," include
bones of a mammoth, articles made of flint,
remains of coal and fires. A spade made of
mammoth bones was called by Dr. O.
Chernyshyn, a historian, as "one of the
oldest articles of Paleolithic art known to
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+KIEV.— S. Krasylenko, a disabled
World War II veteran, complained in a letter
to the editors of "Radianska Ukraina" that
the only store in the village Hederymiv was
closed last July on the orders of "comrade
Vorsuliak, head of the district consumer
guild." Now, says S. Krasylenko, inhabi
tants of Hederymiv, among them many
invalids like himself, must walk 12 kilo
meters to the village Zatyshnia to purchase
such basic goods as bread and salt. To be
sure, a mobile store stops in the village, but
only once every two weeks. In that time, says
Krasylenko, the bread gets stale.
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America is Better
Once in Central Park in New York City,
Steve heard a Ukrainian speaker advocating
Communism as a cure for the Depression.
The speaker was saying that things were so
bad in the U.Sv that stock brokers were
selling apples din" Wall- Street

^KIEV.-New architectural plans for the
city of Kiev provide for the construction of
apartment complexes on the channels of the
Dnieper River. The complexes are designed
so that the expanse of the Dnieper will be
visible from practically every apartment. A
special cultural center, parks and squares
will be built for the resident of these
apartments. Within the next decade the
transportation network connecting the area
with central Kiev will be developed.

IVANO-FRANKIVSKE.—"A Boary
Escort" is the title of a story about a forest
ranger by the name of Dubyna who each day
leaves his village Pavlivka in the company of
two big boars on the way to the fores. The
story has it that last year Dubyna found two
small boars in the woods, apparently
abandoned by their mother, took them to
the village and domesticated the animals.
Now each morning the fully grown boars
accompany Dubyna into the forest, go
carousing as he tends to his duties and return
to the master when it's time to go home at the
day's end.

OUR NEW ADDITION
INTRODUCTORY

Newsclips
From Ukraine

"'KIEV.-Tourism is reported to be
growing rapidly in the Carpathian Moun
tains, especially in Zakarpattia, according to
Soviet Ukrainian press. However, accomodations are far from adequate — hotels lack
washrooms, showers, hot and cold water,
rooms for recreation and the like. Although
the exterior of a hotel may be built of
modern glass and concrete, inside the walls
are cracked, there is no hot water and guests
are served cold coffee and stale snacks.

Family Evacuated
Steve's family and the rest of the village
were forced to evacuate, but returned after a
year.
Steve remembers those years: "We were
living a mile from the trenches, and we took
the same chances of being killed as the
soldiers. The living conditions during those
years were almost impossible to bear. There
was no food, and people were dying of
starvation all the time. I remember that at
one time there was no food to be had at all,
then we found a plot of mushrooms that
kept us alive. It must have been a miracle,
because as soon as we began to get food back
in the village, the mushrooms stopped
growing."
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Ukrainian Canadian Artist Recalled
Ukraine's Past In His Works

EDMONTON, A l t . - F o r Ukrainian ar
tist Julian Krjakiwsky, immigration to
Canada in 1948 meant freedom from op
pression and persecution, but it also meant
loneliness and isolation.
As a gentle, intelligent and well-read man,
there was little for Mr. Krajkiwsky to do in
post-war Edmonton that did not require
physical labor.
"It took about three years for him to cope
with the fact that he'd have to work as a
laborer in order to support his family," said
his daughter, Oksana Krajkiwsky, in an
interview with the Edmonton Journal.
An article on Mr. Krajkiwsky's works,
along with three photographs of them, were
printed in the September 15th edition of the
Journal.
Though the painter had been a member of
Ukraine's intelligentsia for years, he was
reduced to painting — not canvas, but
houses — to put bread on the table for his
wife and daughter.
On Saturday and Sunday, September 1112, a tribute to Mr. Krajkiwsky was held at
the Ukrainian Canadian Archives and
Museum of Alberta, 9543 110th Avenue, an
exhibit of 51 works completed between 1915
and 1975, the year of the artists death.
Krajkiwsky said the showing of her
father's paintings and drawings, both
finished and incomplete works, was a
success, as more than 260 persons attended
the brief, two-day show.
The showing was opened by museum
director Mary Lobay, assistant principal of
Victoria Composite High School.
"Many persons asked for reproductions
of his works and several even requested the
exhibit be extended into this week," added
Miss Krajkiwsky. But since booking com
mitments are difficult to get, it may be some
time before her father's paintings will get
another chance to be shown.
Though the isolation forced on Mr.
Krajkiwsky was of the linguistic type
familiar to immigrants uncomfortable with
English it did offer him a most important
opportunity, the need to recall his native
land and immortalize her agonies on canvas.
Julian Krajkiwsky was born in Rizdviany,
western Ukraine, on August 10, 1892.
As a child he started drawing, basing his
compositions on the poems of Ukrainian
poet Taras Shevchenko.
He developed his technique through the
study of such western European masters as
Rafael, Reubens and Rembrandt.
Following graduation from high school,
the young artist entered Vienna's acclaimed
Academy of Arts where he spent four years
in study. Much of his work there was based
on the imagery offered through the Uk
raine's history, folklore and ethnography.
The artist's Ukrainian imagination was to
be his principal source of inspiration for life.
Mr. Krajkiwsky joined the Ukrainian
Army in 1918 and was assigned to the "press
quarter" as artist-painter. During his army
career he illustrated "The History of the
Ukrainian Army", a martial history cut
short through military defeats and disease
during the country's war with Poland in the
1920's.
After further study in Vienna following
war's end, Mr. Krajkiwsky taught art in
various schools in the Ukrainian cities of
Ivano-Frankivske (Stanyslaviv), where his
daughter was born, and Rohatyn.
Although his 1921-1944 period was highly
productive, it was followed by great uncer
tainty as Russia's Red Army repelled
German invaders on Ukrainian soil during
the Second World War.
Several of this period's later works detail
the misery and haggardness of Ukrainian
families forced to flee the Soviet advance on
their homeland after years of Nazi occupa
tion.
Mr. Krajkiwsky himself fled from Uk
raine, leaving most of his possessions behind
and taking few personal belongings, except
for paint brushes, paper and palette.
In 1944 he worked in Gratz and Salzburg,
Austria, emigrating to Canada and Edmon
ton four years later.
While here, he continued to paint, and
from 1949 to 1954 regularly displayed his
w o r k ^ f ^ a ^ n ^ f d ^ r u o n Ех^іЬіЗДп art
shows.

Julian Krajkiwsky
Although his paintings were appreciated,
his distinctive Christmas cards, also based
on Ukrainian history and mythology, came
to be in demand.
As a member of the Alberta Society of
Artists, Mr. Krajkiwsky's best works were
exhibited throughout the country and

gained more prominence than ever. During
this period he also illustrated lesson assign
ments for the Creative School of Art in
Edmonton.
His 46-year-old daughter, a University of
Alberta employee, recalls that soon after her
father held his first show here, he thought it
best to postpone further exhibits, at least for
a while.
"There was some fear for part of his family
still in Ukraine and that was good enough
reason not to show his works too often,"
says Miss Krajkiwsky.
The paintings and drawings detail the
proud and bitter past of his people and are
hardly material to warm the hearts of Soviet
art critics.
Miss Krajkiwsky, who sponsored the
exhibit of her father's works, points out that
"there are still quite a few of his works left in
Ukraine."
"I tried to recollect the titles of as many as
possible in order to catalogue them," she
explains.
Although Miss Krajkiwsky refuses to sell
original works, photo-reproductions are
available. Art lovers, Ukrainian or not, will
undoubtedly get the opportunity to admire
Mr. Krajkiwsky's works in the future.
"I'd like to try and get them exhibited in
public libraries and once more in a one-man
show, as soon as possible," says Miss
Krajkiwsky.

Joan Evanchuk To Show
Paintings In Chicago Show
CHICAGO, 111.-Prof. Joan M. Evan
chuk, who teaches art and printmaking at
Indiana University Northwest in Gary ope
ned a month long exhibit Friday, October
1 at the Grover M. Herrman Hall of the
Illinois Institute of Technology.
The exhibit is part of a series of art
displays sponsored by the ITT Women's
Club with the support of the Union Board.
Miss Evanchuk, who holds a B.A. degree
from the University of Illinois and M. A. and
MFA degrees from Northern Illinois Uni
versity, recently exhibited her paintings at
Thornton Community College, Governor's
State University, Madison Art Center, in
Beloit and at New Horizons. She has been
prominently involved in the Ukrainian
Institute of Modern Art here, now under
going remodeling, where she also exhibited
her paintings.

Prof. Joan M. Evanchuk

Bill Shust Opens Temple U.
Exhibit With Recitations
PHILADELPHIA, P a . - T h e opening
reception of the "Ukrainian Heritage" art
exhibit at Temple University here Sunday,
September 26, featured stage and television
star William Shust.
The appreciative audience of students,
faculty and guests enthusiastically received
his entertaining commentaries and expres
sive recitations of poems by V. Symonenko
and Lina Kostenko. The poems were render
ed in Mr. Shust's translation and then in the
original. Clubs and similar groups staging
programs for bilingual audiences would do
well to avail themselves of the talents of this
gifted actor.
Ukrainian Student Club president, S.
Kowalchuk, expressed hope that the exhibit
and related activities will encourage student
participation in cultural and social activities
of the Club as it enters its 26th year of
existence at this major university in Phila
delphia.
The students have recently petitioned the
Slavic Department to introduce a Ukrainian
course, but the Department has once again
ignored the request. Ukrainian courses are
now offered at about 20 colleges in the U.S.,
and some were introduced on the initiative
of interested students.
The exhibit was organized by the Univer
sity with substantial support from the

^iirii^tes^^^t^l^H^^^^^^fe

Actor William Shust recites V. Symonenko's poetry at the opening of the "Ukrainian
Heritage" exhibit at Temple University in
Philadelphia.
America Branch 95, many of whose mem
bers are Temple alumnae.
The exhibit features nine local artists who
have their roots in Philadelphia's centuryold Ukrainian community. Temple Univer
sity has encouraged and supported the
exhibit and the appearence of a celebrity of

Golf Gains In Popularity
Among Ukrainians
by G. Ostap Tatomyr
Golf has for centuries been a recreational
outlet for hundreds of thousands of indivi
duals from all walks of life. Regarded as a
sophisticated Anglo-Saxon game at its
beginnings, the game, like tennis, is quickly
becoming a pleasant past-time for people of
all nationalities.
Billy Casper was once heard to have said:
"Golf is the greatest game in the world. It is
frustrating. It is humiliating. It is exhilarat
ing. It can send you into the depths of
despair. It can rocket you into an orbit of
incomparable satisfaction and joy. It teach
es. It put a man's character to the anvil and
his richest qualities—patience, poise, re
straint—to flame."
Although not too many Ukrainians have
excelled on the professional level, except fox
Mike Souchak and Steve Melnyk, such as
the lucrative PGA golf tour, which symbo
lizes the pinnacle of golf mastery, many
hundreds are joining the ranks as amateurs
and enjoy the game not only for its recrea
tional benefits but also for the friendships
developed through the socially oriented
activity.
Many people look down on golf as an oldtimers' game. It is one game individuals
consider upon retirement, then to their
amazement wonder why they did not try the
skill-oriented game at an earlier age. For
nature lovers, golf can offer the most scenic
and rolling greenery ever to be found. Many
golf courses take pride in the well manicured
fairways, greens and adjacent trees and
scrubs. For many golfers the serenity offers a
pleasant and tranquile atmosphere that aids
in from getting away the rigors of daily life.
In the Chicago area, a UNA golf tourney
for Ukrainian duffers and scratch skills is
held every year. This event lends an outlet
for Ukrainians to test skills against people of
the same cultural background. It does, as
mentioned earlier, cultivate new friendships
among one's people. Ambridge, Pa., UNA'ers, as well as those of Youngstown, O.,
cultivate the game on a regular basis.
To a novice attempting the game for the
first time it seems that the little white ball has
a mind of its own. But after a few frustrating
seasons he finds that his control can lend to a
wonderfully satisfying experience.
Bob Jones, one of the most outstanding
golfers of all times, once said: "Golf is a
game played on a five-inch course, the
distance between the ears." Ben F r g a n
expressed the same philospohy in a more
direct if less colorful fashion. He said: 'Golf
is 30 per cent physical and 70 per cent
mental."
Casper summed up the entire mailer in
two paragraphs: "Golf is, or at least to my
mind should be, a game of management. It is
a thinking man's game, not a hitter's game.
The premium should not be on power but
rather on shot placement, accuracy, judge
ment and finesse."
The game is more than recreation. It is a
therapy. And it serves as a gauge for
determining the character of men and
women.
Golf tests a man's mettle. It reflects his or
her temperament. It reveals his or her ability
to relate to other people and to challenging
situations. It proves whether he can face and
overcome obstacles or let these obstacles
overwhelm him.
Casper compares golf to life: "Let goif be a
miniature replica of your life. Learn and
work hard. Think positively. Accept the
challenge. Don't let frustrations throv you.
Keep cool, swing easy, and have fun. hove
all have fund."
Ukrainians take heed...See you on і : tee
Ірвінґтон — На продаж 3-poj
дім, 5, 6 і 4 кім., ґараж на
авта, тиха вул. f55,000.
Мейпелвуд - 2-род. дім/4 І
кімнат, ґараж на 2 авта. 557,000.
Мейпелвуд - 1-род. дім-ра
ча, 51/2 кім., на першому жверсі на викінченні 3 кіапарт. Гараж на 2 авта, шь
лика площа. 545,000.
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For Our Children

VESELKA
THE
RAINBOW
A Bird That Brings Luck

by Leonid Bachynsky
Mariyka and Ivasyk ran into the
house, shouting happily,
4
'Father! There are storks on our
roof!"
Their father, a sturdy farmer, went
out to look.
"Don't make so much noise,
children. And God forbid that you
should do those birds any harm!
They'll bring us luck, but if we hurt
them, they can bring fire and burn
down our house.''
In Ukraine every farmer is pleased to
have this friendly bird make its nest on
the roof of his house or barn. At the
same time, he is afraid of hurting them
in any way and thus bringing on bad
luck.
The children quieted down. Craning
their necks, they couldn't take their
eyes off the strange guests. The storks
perched on the edge of the thatched
roof of the barn, looking around and
seeming to chat with each other. Every foundation. Then they looked around
once in a while they raised their long the courtyard and approved of what
beaks and rattled loudly. It wasn't they saw. Everything was clean and
hard to guess at their gossip, plans and pleasant; There was a cherry orchard
troubles.
behind the house. There were children
This was a young stork couple, looking up at them—and they like
which would remain together faithfully children. Storks can sense dangerous
as long as they both lived. They had surroundings, and they also know how
just flown in from North Africa, or to judge people. Never were any storks
maybe Turkey, where they spent the known to build their nests on the roof
winter. Now they had returned to the of some evil man's house. These birds
land of their fathers, where they too check everything carefully. Sometimes
were born, and where they had spent they come down from their nests and
the first carefree year of their lives. walk in the yard among the chickens,
They were quite grown, and must take geese and ducks. But they don't like
care of themselves. They would build stupid turkeys, and won't go near
their nest here, raise their children. them.
They would teach the little storks to
The young storks rattled again. They
love their native land, and all the other decided to settle here for many years.
things which a member of their large Now they had to check out the
family should know.
countryside. True, they were very good
Our storks tested the straw of the at searching out marshy places, but it
roof and found that it was good, not was better to make sure. So they flew
rotted. Their nest would rest on a solid up into the air, circled over the court

yard, and disappeared in the direction
of the pond. While they were gone, the
farmer put a ladder up to the roof and
with great difficulty lugged an old
wagon wheel up to the roof of the
barn. He tied it down firmly, so that
the storks would find it easier and
more convenient to build their nest.
Let them know that they were welcome!
Their survey of the pond assured the
storks that it would not dry up in the
summer, and that there would be
sufficient food for them and their
children. They liked the wheel up on
the roof. Everything was just fine.
House-building could begin. At first
both storks went to collect twigs, then
only the male as the female took over
the task of nest construction. (Building
a nest expresses love for the young. A
mother bird is always the one to build
it).
After much work, the stork nest was
ready. The storks surveyed their work,
rattled to each other, and announced
to everybody who would listen that
they were expecting children. Both
parents took turns sitting on the eggs.
One sits in the nest, the other flies to
to pond or marsh, where he smoothes
his ruffled feathers, cleans himself,
and eats.
Frogs, lizards, small snakes—take
care! The stork is your greatest enemy.
He will eat you whole, or tear you with
his beak and swallow the pieces. When
you see a red beak and long legs, hide
quickly.

The mother stork lays two, three,
sometimes even four eggs, but almost
always raises only two strong little
storks. The weaker ones die in the nest,
or falls out of it for lack of care. When
the young hatch, the storks are very
happy, and rattle loudly to let the
whole area know about it. The parents
have heavy responsibilities, though.
They must not only feed and raise their
young, they must also protect them
from hawks. Sometimes a whole flock
of storks will fight these dangerous
enemies.
So great is the love of the mother
stork for her young that sometimes it
borders on heroism. Once the parent
storks saved their young in the nest
during a fire by bringing water in their
beaks and pouring it over them.
Another time, the storks' nest caught
fire. At first the storks did all they
could to take their children to safety,
but couldn't manage to do it. The
mother stork would not leave her
children then, but burned with them. If
a house or barn burns down while the
stork residents are away, they will
return to the same place after it is
rebuilt.
After harvest time the storks begin
to get ready for migration. Even before
they leave they are sad. You can see it,
as they stand motionless on one leg,
beaks hidden under one wing. They are
sad because they must leave their rich
and dear Ukraine. Before they go they
(Continued on page 15)

Dereza-The
Grumpy Goat
(Ukrainian Folk Tale)
Illustration by G. Kulczycky

HOW TO READ AND WRITE IN UKRAINIAN
Byl.KORYTSKY
Lesson XII

Ю ю (you)
JO ^ (music)
Юрко — мій приятель.
Люблю Юрка. Він живе
в Ютіці, але часто відві
дує мене в Нью-Йорку.
Я його завжди відпроваджую
до потягу.
— До побачення, Юрку! — ви
гукую йому.
— До побачення! — відповідає
Юрко.
до побачення - so long!, good-bye!
приятель friend
потяг — train

Once upon a time there lived an old
man and an old woman. One day the
old man went to market and bought
himself a goat. He brought her home
and told his son to take the goat to
pasture.
The old man's son tended the goat
all day, and returned home with her at
dusk.
And when they approached the
house the old man in his red boots
stood in the gateway, leaning on his
cane, and asked:
My beloved goat,
My dear goat,
Did you have a drink,
Did you eat?
And the goat answered:
I had no food,
I had no drink,
Passing a brook I stole a drop
of water,
Passing a dike I snatched a leaf.
So the old man grew very angry and
ordered his son out of the house.
The next day the old man's daughter
tended the goat all day and took her
home at sunset.
And the old man in his red boots
stood in the gateway leaning on his
cane and asked:

My beloved goat,
My dear goat,
Did you have a drink,
Did you eat?
And the goat answered:
I had no food,
I had no drink,
Passing a brook I stole a drop
of water,
Passing a dike I snatched a leaf.
So the old man grew very angry and
threw his daughter out of the house.
And next day the old woman tended
to the goat and took her home at sunset.
Again the old man in his red boots
stood in the gateway leaning on his
cane and ansked:
My beloved goat,
My dear goat,
Did you have a drink,
Did you eat?
And the goat answered:
I had no food,
I had no drink,
Passing a brook I stole a drop
of water,
Passing a dike I snatched a leaf.
So the old man grew very angry and
threw the old woman out of the house.
(Continued on page 15)
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WORD JUMBLE

(Continued from page 14)

collect in large groups on a meadow or
forest clearing. Here they hold council,
elect elders and a flight leader, and get
rid of the lame or sick storks who
would not be able to survive the long
flight across mountains and seas. Some
times several hundred, or even several
thousand, will make the journey to
warmer climates together.
Many strange, interesting stories are
told about storks. It can happen that
storks will have a bloody battle before
taking off in the fall. We can only
guess at the cause—insufficient food,
or rivalry for leadership, or some other
quarrel.
Storks fly south in a great triangular
formation. Their trip is long, often as
much as 1,500 miles.

There are fewer storks every year.
It's almost impossible to meet a pure
black one. Some storks still survive in
the Carpathian mountains, in Volhynia
and Polissia, where they live wild in the
woods and keep away from people.
Storks die mainly in Africa, where they
go for the winter. There the peasants
try to get rid of locusts by spraying
them with all kinds of chemicals, and
the storks, who eat mainly locusts, die
from the poison.
In the United States theres are no
storks. The birds are inhabitants of Eu
rope, especially Ukraine, where most
of them used to live. All attempts to
transplant storks to other countries
have failed.

The jumbled letters below represent last names of ten Ukrainian poets. The names are trans
literated according to the system employed in "Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia." They can be
identified by rearranging the letters. Letters in boxes will form the mystery word. Answers to the
jumble will be printed in next week's edition.
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Dereza—The Grumpy Goat
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Title of one ofShevchenko 's historical poems:

Again the old man in his red boots
"What is wrong, little brother?"
tended the goat all day and took her
"There is a strange creature in my
home at sunset. But before they reach house,'' said the Hare.
Answers to last week's jumble: Sverstiuk, Plakhotniuk, Romaniuk, Serhienko, Kraed the house the old man ran ahead of
"Never mind, I'll chase her out,"
siwsky, Lisovy, Marchenko, Osadchy, Kandyba, Chornovil.
the goat, and when she was passing said the Wolf, and standing on the
Mystery Words: Perm, Mordovia.
through the gateway he stood there in porch of the Hare's hut cried:
his red boots leaning on his cane and
"Who is there in the Hare's hut?"
asked:
I am the goat-Dereza
slowly to the Hare's hut, and standing
And the goat answered:
Mighty and dread.
in the doorway asked:
My beloved goat,
I
am
fierce,
I'll
pierce,
"Who is there in the Hare's hut?"
I am the goat—Dereza
My dear goat,
I'll stamp, I'll tramp
And the goat answered:
Mighty and dread.
Did you have a drink,
Till you be dead.
I am fierce, I'll pierce,
Did you eat?
I am the goat—Dereza
I'll stamp, I'll tramp
Mighty and dread.
So
the Bear ran for his life and the
But the goat did not recognize the
Till you be dead.
I am fierce, I'll pierce,
little Hare went on crying until he came
old man and told her usual tale.
I'll stamp, I'll tramp
on
a
small
Crab.
Seeing
him,
the
Crab
The old man grew very angry that he
So the Wolf was mighty scared and
Till you be dead.
crept up and asked:
had thrown out his son, his daughter ran away, too.
"What is wrong, little brother?"
and the old woman because of this liarBut the little Crab was brave and
Then the Bear passed by and seeing
goat. So he beat the goat with his cane, the little Hare crying asked:
"Oh dear," said the Hare, "a fearless and he said:
until she ran away into the woods.
I am a small fearless Crab.
strange creature is in my house."
"What is wrong, little brother?"
Now in the woods the goat came to a
"I'll chase her out," said the Crab.
I'll pinch, I'll grab, I'll leave a scab.
"A strange creature is in my house."
little hut, and on finding it empty she
"Oh no, dear brother, you can't,"
,went in and made herself comfortable
said the Hare. "The Fox tried, and the
So he climbed onto the hearth and
"Never mind, I'll chase her out."
on the warm hearth.
So the Bear went to the Hare's hut Wolf tried and the Bear tried, but all in pinched the goat on the tail. She
This hut happened to be the little and cried from the doorway:
vain."
shrieked, jumped from the hearth, ran
Hare's. When he came home he found
"Never mind, I'll try again," said into the woods and never was seen
"Who is in the Hare's hut?"
a strange creature sitting on his hearth,
the little Crab. He crawled along again.
And the goat answered:
so he said:
' 'Who is that in my home?''
And the goat answered:
I am the goat—Dereza
Mighty and dread.
I'll stamp, I'll tramp
Till you be dead.
I am fierce, I'll pierce.
So the little Hare became frightened
and ran into the woods crying.
A Fox was passing by and seeing the
Hare crying asked:
"What is wrong my brother?"
"Oh, dear sister," said the little
Hare, "a strange creature is in my
house."
"Never mind! I'll chase her out,"
said Fox, and walking into the Hare's
hut he cried:
"Who is there in the Hare's hut?"
And the goat answered:
I am the goat-Dereza
Mighty and dread.
I am fierce, I'll pierce,
I'll stamp, I'll tramp
Till you be dead.
So the Fox ran away frightened.
And then the Wolf was passing by,
and seeing the Hare crying asked:

Bohuta The Hero
Story: Roman Zawadowycz
Illustrations: Myron Levytsky, Petro Cholodny
Translations: Josephine Gibajlo-Gibbons

Bohuta took a plough in one band and barrow in
the other, and ploughing the steppe, called out: ' T h i s
will be your field, Mother!"

Then he crumbled to dust the millstone and sowed
the field with it saying: "The stone t h a t ground the
wheat is like the wheat itself. This, Mother, will be
your bread."

Узяв Богута в одну руку соху, а в другу борону,
степ заорав і заволочив: — „Це буде, мамо, ваше
поле! ??

Потім покришив на порох жорновий камінь і за
сіяв оранику: „Камінь, що молов пшеницю
сам
став мов пшениця. Це буде, мамо, ваш хліб' ? .
-
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UCCA Washington News

Appeal
of

5,6

On July 19th, Daniel J. Flood (D-Pa.) introduced into the Congressional Record an
article by the UCCA President on "The Bicentennial Salute to the Captive Nations." In his
remarks on the beginning of the '76 Captive Nations Week, the legislator described the
impressive event the week before at the Statue of Liberty and pointed out, "The significance
of this event goes beyond the 18th observance of captive nations and will be reflected in our
forthcoming national discussion and debate." The article by the UCCA President deals with
the issues for this debate.
ф
The Congressional observance of Captive Nations Week took place on July 21st. In the
House of Representatives some 40 legislators spoke out on the Week; in the Senate a half
dozen observed it individually during the Week. As published in the Congressional Record
under the caption "The Bicentennial Captive Nations Week," Representative Flood began
by saying, "in the spirit of our Bicentennial and its celebration of our independence, we most
approriately observe this week, the 18th, Captive Nations Week." His statement elaborates
on Vice President Rockefeller's comment on Soviet imperialism and introduces a piece by
the UCCA President on "How Many Captive Nations?"

Ukrainian Congress Committee of America
For 1976 Ukrainian National Fund
"Community—is a great man!"
Only through common efforts
Can we attain great things!
Dear Fellow Ukrainian Americans:
In May, 1976, 36 years elapsed since the founding of the Ukrainian Congress Committee
of America, and in the fall of this year 27 years will have passed since the establishment, at the
IVth Congress of the UCCA in Washington, D.C., of the Ukrainian National Fund as the
sole financial basis on which our central organization could rely for all its activities for the
benefit of captive Ukraine and our community in America.
For the past 27 years, the spirited and patriotic Ukrainian community in America with its
generous contributions has helped our national representation to conduct important and
responsible programs in defense of the captive Ukrainian people and their right to full
national statehood.
The UCCA will continue the same activity, because Ukraine is still enslaved by
Communist Russia which is endeavoring through lawlessness and terror to break the
national spirit of the Ukrainian people and through Russification and destruction of
Ukrainian culture, it is trying to transform the Ukrainian nation into a faceless mass to be
known as the "Soviet people."

ф
In his remarks on Cap ive Nations Week, Rep. Edward J. Derwinski (R-I1L) referred to
the recent hearings in th( Committee on International Relations on religious persecution in
the USSR. As printed in the July 21st Congressional Record, he stated that the testimony
was "depressing and al? rming." He continued, "Especially dramatic was the testimony of
Prof. Lev Dobrianskv ( f Georgetown University who graphically portrayed the obligation
of certain religious gioips in the USSR as tantamount to religious genocide."

^ On July 28th, the JCCA President was interviewed over the Mutual Broadcasting
Network. The topic vas "Helsinki Plus One." His chief points dealt with Moscow's
exploitation of the 1I( isinki Accord for the past year, the situation of the captive nations,
including those in the JSSR, and the need for our citizens to know what Moscow has not
been doing to implem ^nt the accord. Over 300 stations carried the message.

Dear Friends:

ф
An editorial in the July 28th China Post on "Advice For President Ford" quotes the
UCCA President. It si ates in part, "Leading Americans in civilian life are joining in support
of the Republic of Ch na. Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky of Georgetown University in Washington,
D.C. is one of the a at horities warning of the danger of any change in American policy. In a
recent article he poin ed out that the future relationship between the United States and the
Republic of China is critical to the question of general confidence in the entire region of
Asia."

This year 1976 is a significant and historical year for America and the Ukrainian
community in this country: the United States is observing the Bicentennial of its
Independence, while the Ukrainian community is marking the Centennial of the Ukrainian
Settlement in America.
For the effective observance of these great anniversaries, the UCCA established the
Ukrainian Bicentennial Committee of America to coordinate various Bicentennial activities
throughout the country. The Committee organized "Ukrainian Week" from June 21-27,
1976 in Washington, D.C., encompassing an exhibit of Ukrainian painting and folklore art,
a Ukrainian youth briefing at the White House, a day-long symposium at the Catholic
University of America, a 'Freedom March" and programs at the Washington and
Shevchenko Monuments, a gala concert at Constitution Hall, and a memorial service in
Arlington National Cemetery.
The UCCA also published two pamphlets in English (10,000 copies each) on Ukrainians in
the United States and Ukraine.
The UCCA continues its actions in defense of Valentyn Moroz and other Ukrainian
political prisoners through appeals and interventions with the U.S. government, the U.S.
Congress, the U.N., and so forth.
In addition to this systematic activity, the UCCA also takes part in various American and
international political meetings and scholarly conferences; it cooperates with such American
organizations as the American Council for World Freedom, the AFL-CIO ("Captive
Nations Week" observances), and others.
The UCCA also purchased jointly with the UNWLA a building in New York City with the
funds you generously contributed to the UCCA over the years, for which we thank you
sincerely.
All these activities require substantial funds, especially now, when run-away inflation has
lowered the purchasing power of the American dollar considerably.
Therefore, we appeal to you, sincere and dedicated patriots, who with your annual
contributions, have sustained the work of the UCCA during its 36-year existence, to:
Remit your donation to the Ukrainian National Fund immediately, if you have not done
so thus far!
We ask you to fulfill this national obligation as soon as possible and thus enable the UCCA
to discharge its obligations, imposed on it by the By-Laws and decisions of its Congresses!
We appeal to you to remit your contribution before the Xllth Congress of the UCCA,
which will be held on October 8, 9, 10, 1976 in New York City!
Your contribution is above all your National Donation for 1976, a financial basis for all
activities of the UCCA.
In addition, we appeal to you to contribute whatever you can to the following:
1. Renovation of the UCCA building in New York and purchase of office equipment and
furniture which require additional funds;
2. Publication of the monumental work, The Ukrainian Heritage in America, which is in
the final stages and will require several thousand dollars to be printed. Also, in the process of
pringting is a collection Ukraine in a Changing World. Another manuscript, Acts of
Ukrainian Statehood, is also in preparation, and still another book, Parallels Between the
American and Ukrainian Revolutions, by the late Prof. C.A. Manning, is ready for
publication. Finally, the publication of The Ukrainian Quarterly, which has appeared for 32
years, requires a substantial part of the UCCA budget.
3. The Fund for the Defense of Human Rights in Ukraine, another UCCA project which
has been going for several years, is essential for continuous activities in defense of Ukrainian
political prisoners through interventions with official institutions and for informing world
public opinion.

^ Uner the caption, "The Bicentennial Salute to the Captive Nations," The Congressional
Record of July 29t л contains more proclamations by Governors and Mayors and the entire
program of the huge Statue of Liberty rally. Prepared by the National Captive Nations
Committee, which is led by the UCCA President, the material is an impressive addition to
our nation's history. An article by Lee Edwards, "Which Will Be the Next Captive Nation?"
is incorporated and quotes the UCCA President, In reporting on all this Congressman Flood
declared in part, "Both here and abroad observers emphasized the natural relationship
between the prime significance of our Bicentennial and the prime yearning and aspiration of
all the captive nations, including those in the Soviet Union, for national independence and
freedom,"
^ On August 3rd, the UCCA President participated in the Eucharistic symposium on the
Ukrainian Catholic Church. Held at Drexel University in Philadelphia during the 41st
International Eucharistic Congress, the symposium was ably conducted by Dr. Peter
Stercho and consisted of Bishop Basil Losten, Reverend Atharmsius Pekar and the UCCA
President. The paper delivered by the UCCA President was titled "Soviet Russian ImperioColoniaiism and Religious Persecution." It advanced practical proposals for the restoration
of the Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox Churches.
^ Another report compiled by NCNC appeared in the July 30th issue of the Congressional
Record. Offered by Rep. Daniel J. Flood, (D-Pa.) it contains more proclamations of Captive
Nations Week by Governors and Mayors, as well as comments in the New York Daily News
and a broadcast script by the UCCA President on "Captive Nations Week: 1976," The
Congressman says in part, "The observance was truly a Bicentennial salute to the captive
nations and peoples, and the event at the Statue of Liberty, cosponsored by the AFL-CIO
and the National Captive Nations Committee, left its mark for the certain future when the
natural alliance of the still free world and the captive peoples in Central Europe, within the
Soviet Union, in Asia and the Caribbean well be fully recognized and understood.
і Transmitted by Pyong-choon Hahm, the Ambassador of Korea, a letter from the
President of the Republic of Korea was addressed to the UCCA President; Dated July 26th,
the letter, both in Korean and in translation, states in part, "I would like to take this
opportunity to extend my heartfelt thanks to you and your colleagues for the unfaltering
support given to the cause of the Republic of Korea and its people to win peace and
prosperity in the face of the 'most militant and barbarous' North Korean Communists." This
was in response to UCCA's world captive nations activity.
і Prior to the platform hearings of the Republican National Committee in Kansas City, the
UCCA President submitted a captive nations plank to Sen. Roman Hruska (R-Neb.). The
Senator chaired the foreign policy subcommittee. The substance of the plank was
incorporated in the platform, though some important specifics were omitted. One was the
Congressional Captive Nations Week Resolution itself.

^Е^зЕХКхаРЦЦЦЦЦцц^^

Dear Fellow Ukrainian Americans:
The UCCA must continue its activities unceasingly, as Ukraine is still languishing in
Soviet Russian slavery. All the successes of the UCCA are your successes! All future
attainments of the UCCA depend on your generosity. We appeal to you to help us carry on
our mutually important work. We thank you for you cooperation.

FALL

Illustrations and cover design by Motrya Chodnowska
Read the fascinating poetry, short stories and diary - in Ukrainian and
^English - of one of the most brilliant Ukrainian writers of the 196Q's!
Now available at the Svoboda Bookstore for the price of S5.00; 144 pages
(Handling and postage charges included)
New Jersey residents add 5^o sales tax.
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N J . 07303
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Music by Syny Stepiw
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"GRANITE OBELISKS"
| selected, translated, and annotated by Andriy M. Fr. - Chirovsky |
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